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editorial
What I Learned from
Watching the Olympics
It was very nice to see more
than 15 minutes of coverage of
Olympic archery on U.S. television.
Partly this is because we (the U.S.)
had a fairly high probability of winning medals, but I firmly believe
that “if someone throws you a bone,
be smart enough to catch it,” so
Thanks, NBC!
There were some interesting
things going on. For one, the form
of the female athletes was superior
to that of the male athletes, again.
Of course, having good form and
execution doesn’t guarantee effectiveness.
I saw a U.S. archer shoot an
arrow that crushed the camera lens
(aka dead center) only to follow
that shot with a 7. I saw a Korean
female archer flinch on one shot!
That is something I have never seen
before. I saw numerous archers
struggle with arrows held too long
at full draw. The reason for this is
that Olympic archers are now given
only 20 seconds to shoot each arrow
in elimination rounds. This rule
change was made, I guess, to
increase the pace of play to make
archery more camera friendly. It has
one unintended consequence,
though, and that is that archers can
no longer let down. If an archer at
full draw hasn’t gotten through
his/her clicker in good order (“Too
long, too long!) he/she doesn’t have
enough time to let down to reset
that shot; they have to finish. This
explains some of the incredibly
poor shots deep into the shot clock.
This is not good archery. We
coaches spend considerable time
getting our archer-athletes to learn

when to let down and now they
can’t.
TV Timidity

There is an old joke about how to
make archery interesting for a TV
audience and that is to place the
archers at opposite ends of the field
and have them shoot at each other.
This isn’t particularly funny but it
does point up the fact that what an
audience (vidience?) finds entertaining might not be good for the
sport. (I wonder if this joke is what
got the author of “The Hunger
Games” started, hmm?) Anyway,
here are some things that might
make archery really telegenic, while
preserving the integrity of the sport.
Borrow the “Clock” from Chess
In front of each archer could be a
small stand with a big red button.
When the match starts, Archer A’s
clock begins ticking, a clock which
has 60 seconds of time to begin
with. When Archer A completes
her shot, she slaps the red button,
stopping her clock and starting her
opponent’s clock. When Archer B
completes her shot she slaps her
button, stopping her clock and
starting Archer A’s clock.
Now this creates some interesting situations. If Archer A, on her
first arrow, gets slammed with a
gust of wind and has to let down
and start over, maybe she uses 26 of
her 60 seconds, now she is under
time pressure for her next two
arrows, but she isn’t blown out of
the competition by forfeiting an
arrow score or launching a wild
shot. Or, if Archer B has shot her
first two arrows quickly, she may

have 28 seconds left for her third
arrow allowing for a let down on
her third shot.
In any case, we have non-stop
action, not quite up to the level of
trading ground strokes in tennis,
but better . . . and let downs again
become possible.
For Medals Rounds Don’t Have
“One Arrow, Closest to the Center”
Shoot-offs The use of the “set system” has created the situation where
more archers can be tied after five
ends and a “one arrow, closest to the
enter” shoot-off is staged. This is
fine for the rounds of 64, 32, 16,
and even 8, but when you get to the
medal rounds, more excitement is
needed. A one arrow shoot-off provides plenty of pressure but slam,
bam, it is over in a flash. We need
something like “must win two sets
in a row to win.” In tennis major
championships, they have a tie
breaking procedure that is used, up
until the final set in a match. In the
final set they play it out. This is how
we got the Isner-Mahut match at
Wimbledon in 2010 which ended
6–4, 3–6, 6–7(7–9), 7–6(7–3),
70–68! People were talking about
that final set for weeks afterward.
The match has its own page in
Wikipedia. It is legendary. They
were not talking about the two sets
that were ended by the tie-breaking
procedure.
There you have it. What I
learned from this summer’s Olympic
Games. Now, keep calm, carry on,
and let down when
necessary!
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Obtaining Accurate
Sight Settings
Part 3: On Target 2
by Tom Dorigatti
Since some of you may not have read the previous
two articles, and rather than frequently referring you
back to those articles, it is much easier to for both you
and me to repeat some of that information here.
In this article, we’ll take a look at another software
program, On Target 2 (or Software for Archers) that you
can use to get your sight settings and print out accurate sight tapes. I’ll provide you with methods to create a redundant system of “back-ups” for when your
sight tape on your sight bar isn’t quite right, or gets
messed up by weather or abuse. After all, a ProActive
archer never goes out on a course or to a competitive
event, especially outdoors, without a backup system
for their critical sight settings.
In addition, I will help you to prepare and mount
a reliable sight tape and to also prepare a backup list
of sight settings to carry with
you on the course. Most people
prefer to have a sight tape
mounted on their sight/vertical
bar, and there isn’t anything
wrong with that. However, I’ll
show you another way of getting
the same thing, as either a primary or a backup system, that
virtually guarantees that you
have two or even three sets of
sight marks with you at all
times, even if you use a tablet or
Palm Pilot for your sight settings. It is up to you which to choose as your primary
system; but I hope you come away from this article
with a much better insight into just how important a
backup/cross-check system can become. In addition,
I hope to clarify that “close enough for government
work” is something to avoid if you are getting your
sight settings. “Close enough” doesn’t cut it for top

echelon shooters, because those with the best and
most accurate sight marks, along with the best mastery of shot execution are those on the winner’s podium. A lousy set of sight marks won’t do you much
good, no matter how talented you are.
To be clear, this article will deal mostly with generating that accurate sight tape from On Target 2 and
also how to more accurately mount the sight tape,
should you choose to use it onto the sight bar so that
your mounting process doesn’t foul up a perfectly good
sight tape and make it inaccurate because of improper
mounting techniques.
Some Sighting Scenarios

So, here are a couple of scenarios for you to ponder as
we go through this process, (these scenarios have
occurred with me, and I know of
many other archers who have
had the same problems):
• You are out on a field course,
and you notice that you are shooting high on most everything from
45 yards in, but are shooting pretty much dead on for everything
from 48 yards out. What do you
suppose is incorrect here?
• Your close range and your
long range sight settings on your
printed sight tape are “off,” but
the ones in the mid-yardages
seem to be perfectly fine. You are shooting low on
the close targets, and high on the long targets. You
know the “numbers” that you put into your computer are good. What could be the source of this
problem? (I know many of you have experienced
this scenario, especially with the advent of the
computer generated sight tapes, or even the selec-

“You are out on a field
course, and you notice that
you are shooting high on
most everything from 45
yards in, but are shooting
pretty much dead on for
everything from 48 yards
out. What do you suppose
is incorrect here?”
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tion of a sight tape from a series of pre-printed
tapes that you match up a couple of yardages and
the select the closest one of the pre-printed ones to
use as your very own to mount onto your sight bar.)
• You have a couple of programs that you are using
for your sight tapes and bow data. However, while
they agree really close on the sight tape and
yardage numbers, they differ quite a bit with
regard to arrow spine matches, and also calculated
arrow speeds, even though you’ve entered the same
bow setup data into those programs. This bothers
the delights out of you, and leaves you with the
dilemma of trying to figure out why. Even worse is
that the tapes match so closely that you can’t decipher “why” the speeds and spines out of the two
systems are so very different.
• You are using a sight tape on your vertical sight
bar. You are also using a “tape magnifier” on the
side of the sight bar so that you can see your sight
tape better. You are constantly having problems
with inconsistencies with regard to the impact
points on the target, and when you check your setting, it appears to be set okay, but upon another
check, it isn’t set okay. What could be the problem
here? You were careful when you set the sight tape
on the bar, so why one time are you shooting high
with a setting and the next time you are shooting
low with a setting and the next “right on”?
I am not promoting any particular sight tape/bow
setup program, but I will outline my preference and
why I chose that option over the others. I also will
only deal with the three options that I have and, thus,
am most familiar with: “The Calculator Method from
the early 1980’s” (see the first article in this series in
AFm 16-3), Archer’s Advantage (in the last issue),
and finally, On Target 2 in this article. I know that
there are other systems, but I’m not at all familiar with
those. I also don’t have a need to investigate them as
better options for my own use as I am happy with the
accuracy and quality of these three.
I might also add that I still have a lot to learn
about On Target 2 (OT2) along with its nuances. I
don’t have all the answers and, personally, I don’t
think anyone does. What I am offering you are some
basic guidelines and techniques to help you get better
numbers out of the three systems so that the sight
tapes and yardage cards you do print out are as accurately done as you can possibly get them. There likely
are things that I’m missing at this juncture, which is
why I work with all three data input/output devices
and then compare results.
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If you take the time to scrutinize the pictures
within the three articles, you are going to note some
minor “discrepancies” between the two computer program print screens’ results. I’ve noted this and investigated it, however, the important thing is that despite
the discrepancies in the results spit out, the sight tapes
themselves match up closely regardless and that, my
friends, is the most important part. By being careful I
have, so far, been able to avoid having to use any of
the special correction factors that are available in
these sophisticated software programs.
The arrow spine recommendations between the
two programs do differ, but, that isn’t my focus for
these articles. My focus is in getting those sight tapes,
even though, for me, the printed tape is only a backup system.
On Target 2 Software

This Windows-based software program is quite similar to Archer’s Advantage, but has several additional
items, along with quite a bit more sophistication.
While it isn’t quite as user friendly as Archer’s
Advantage, it does offer a lot of extras and “checking”
capabilities and options, once you understand how to
use the utilities. It has a larger learning curve, but the
basics are easily accommodated. You can also purchase OT2 or “Software for Archers” online from:
www.pinwheelsoftware.com.
You can also purchase two other products, “Shaft
Selector Plus,” and “Tapes and Charts” if you don’t
want the full-blown version. The version I have contains all three in one package. The software is also
available from Lancaster Archery Supply and several
other distributors, if you want a copy on DVD.
Once again, I’m not going to give you a full blown
course in how to run and operate On Target 2 software. I will give you some tips and some pitfalls to
avoid, though. I will tell you what this software offers
that the others don’t, but the promotion stops there.
The choice is yours and yours alone.
The Basics of OT2 The basic inputs and outputs
for this program are the same as they are for Archer’s
Advantage. On Target 2, however differs in many
respects:
1.First, once you have entered all your specifications
for your equipment through the Equipment
“Database Selections” Screen, you press the
“Apply” tab by each selection which automatically
transfers your selections to the My Setup Tab. If
you move your cursor over each item and then
Continued on Next Page
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hold your cursor over that selection, a yellow bar
pops up that tells you what the selection is and
what it will do.
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2.Select the “My Setup Tab” (above) to further specify your particular set up. If you move and hold
your cursor over each item, it will tell you what
that selection means and how it will work. For
example, if you move and hold your cursor over
“Peep Height,” you will see a popup that will say,
“Height of peep above arrow centerline (measured
from peep center to arrow center at full draw).” If
you hover over “Sight Radius,” you will see a
popup that says “Distance from peep to sight
lens/pins (measured at full draw).” If you want the
system to perform calculations or activate, you
press the “equals sign” (=) wherever it is offered.
Tip On this screen, under “Complete Arrow,”
it is wise for you to weigh your completed arrow
(in grains, to nearest tenth of a grain) and enter
that. However, let OT2 take care of the Velocity
Calculation from your sight settings input and
leave it at the “Manual” selection. Just a small
“trick” I learned that allows OT2 to do its thing
more easily, without overriding a setting.
3.Under “Bow Specs,” which is for your equipment
specifications, simply enter in your data that you
have already measured and entered into your
“Master Bow Configuration Record.”
4.You should measure your Percent Letoff and put it
into the appropriate box. I have a special 60%
module on my Merlin SuperNova, so I entered
that there instead of the default 65-70% from the
Database screen. I also own an Easton Digital
Scale that will give me my peak and holding
weights. Once again, being ProActive, I never take
just one reading from this scale. I take five read-

ings and toss any “ringers,” then average the other
readings.
5.Make sure to check on your cam style; sometimes
this doesn’t necessarily pop up correctly. This setting affects your arrow spine match a great deal.
Spine match isn’t a focus of this article, but is still
important.
6.Put in point weight and point style, but if you
change it later to find another arrow, that isn’t a
big deal. It is a big deal, however, once you start to
generate a sight tape!
7.Double check your shaft length, point weight, and
other data and enter those on this screen. You can
change them on the Spine Match screen later, but
it is a good idea to put the initial measurements
here. Make sure that you measure your shaft
length that only includes the shaft material! Do
not measure your arrow length from the bottom of
the nock slot to the end of the arrow
shaft/bushing. This throws off your spine match
by quite a bit.

8.Once completed with this, it is a good idea to now
save this information for the bow into a User Configuration file (above). This is accomplished by
clicking on File, then Save User Record, naming
the file something you can identify later. Tip I
simply use the Make and Model of the bow, along
with the arrow size I’m shooting (Example Merlin
Supernova – 1914), and then press the “Save” button. Your configuration is now saved as a OT2
User Configuration record under OT2. When you
go back into On Target 2 the next time, you can
then load this configuration record and your information for the particular setup will be displayed.
You then simply save any changes or if you’ve
made a major change, then save it with a different
Archery Focus

file name (I add the date in the format 032812, for
mm/dd/yy) and the old one is still available to you
to go back to! Once again, being ProActive, you
should never set yourself up to lose your starting
point. You never know when you’ll need that
information!
Spine Match This screen is obviously used to find
an arrow spine match for your bow/set up. There is a
wide variety of selections. Once again, if you hover
over the name of a selection, a yellow box will pop up
to tell you what that represents. Tip If you hover over
“Shaft length” you will see that OT2 reminds you that
it means: “Shaft length (Shaft material only).” It is a
common mistake to use some other length. The normal thing to think is that you go from the end of the
shaft to the bottom of the nock slot to measure the
length of the arrow. This is not the case with OT2,
and that difference will dramatically affect your arrow
spine matches! Of course, you can make changes and
select a different arrow, change the arrow length,
point weight etc.
Any time you make changes on the screen, you
should go back up under “Choices” in the upper left
and click on “Recalculate” and then “Find Match” to
trigger new spine recommendations.

Calibration Screen Now we are going to get to the
“meat” of OT2’s ability to generate good sight tapes.
You have a lot of choices to make here, and it is up to
you to decide what works the best for you. I’m going
to show you what works the best for me, possibly even
better than the other two systems discussed. You will
note in the screen shot (above) that most all of the
boxes are “greened out.” This is due to the item(s) I’ve
selected to use for calculating those numbers on the
sight tape generation.
Archery Focus

Determine Velocity You will note that I’ve selected
“Sight Scale Marks” in this area. I do that for a very
specific reason. If you are a “pin shooter” you would
use pin gap. I don’t use “Chronograph” because as I
previously discussed in the article about Archer’s
Advantage, I don’t have a known standard with which
to ensure that the shop chronograph is really correct
or not. However, OT2 has the means to calculate the
arrow speed of my equipment based upon the sight
settings data I have entered, and I consider this better
than any chronograph speed I could enter into the
system.
Sight Scale Marks The boxes in this area of the
screen are white because of the selection in the
“Determine Velocity” area. You can go with as few as
two or as many as five sight settings. I’m a sound
believer in giving as much data as possible, so if OT2
will allow me to spread five sight settings of my
choosing, I’m going for the settings with a maximum
distance spread that I shoot the best at. Thus you will
quickly note that I’ve entered five sight settings: 20,
30, 50, 65, and 80 yards. You should also note that I
have checked the “Cross-Check” box in this area.
(Remember my personal standard distances of 20 and
65 yards from the previous articles? Notice that I
continue this standardization so apples are compared
to apples among the three cross-checks I use).
Pressing the “Cross-Check” box will, when I press
the “=” under “Determine Velocity,” give me a cross
check by comparing among the sight settings entered,
calculating velocities for those comparisons. A “?” will
appear while OT2 is performing those velocity
checks, so give it some time to finish.
Take note (see above), that the results of those
comparisons are in the seven boxes under “Sight Scale
Continued on Next Page
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Marks” and that they are close and also, for the longer
distances, show a slowing of the arrow, which is what
you should expect. OT2 will generate and display the
velocity in the “Determine Velocity” area and send
that number to the Calibration Screen automatically.
In addition, OT2 displays the calculated comparison
velocities against one another and allows you to see if
you have a “ringer” that is throwing off the calculations. In this particular case, it appears that I have a
pretty good set of sight marks. My sight settings were
dead on when I went out to check them. The sight
settings were as good as I could get them based upon
my capabilities at the time and the fact that I was
using the “horizontal tape method” (discussed previously). This way, if you have a ringer, you can see this,
print out the tape if you want, or, using the placard,
simply go out and recheck the ringer sight mark for
sure, and then get back into OT2, open your User File
for that setup, make the correction(s), re-calculate,
and re-generate a new sight tape.
I never go out on a course to shoot a score, and
obviously never go to a competitive event, without my
sight tape or placard having been checked in advance
for accuracy. A ProActive archer never “goes into battle with an untested set of sight marks,” nor do they
move their indicator pointer or try to change sight
marks in the practice area! I see this all the time and
just shake my head about it. I’m sure you’ve seen this
too, or might even be guilty of said offense.
When you press the button with the “ ” symbol, you
will export that calculated velocity to the Equipment Tab,
thus saving you the trouble of remembering to do this.
Efficiency from Force Draw Curve OT2 automatically creates a force draw curve for your bow based
upon the data you provided and the cam style selected.
Remainder of Information (Bottom of the Screen) I
don’t make any changes to the bottom part of the
screen, since I don’t understand what that is all about,
and obviously don’t know how it will impact the final
generation of sight tapes and other data. I find the
“Gravity Data” enticing, however, and maybe some
day, I’ll play with that one! But here in Illinois, we are
at a high altitude of 744 feet above sea level, so I seriously doubt that it would pose a problem. However, at
6,000+ feet altitude and 46 degrees N. Latitude, one
never knows.
Make Marks Screen We are now ready to generate
our sight tapes, Sight Marks Reference Chart, and the
Angle Cut Chart. This is done through the Make
Marks Screen in OT2. Once again, hovering your
mouse cursor over any area of selection will tell you

ˆ
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what that is going to do and what it means. There are
a lot of things you can do in this screen prior to printing your sight tapes and the other charts. Here are a
few things I’ve learned to do to make my sight tapes
and printouts more to my liking and to help me
become more ProActive and avoid some common
mistakes.

Reminder Anytime you make a change of your
selections below, you need to press “Create” under the
Display portion in the upper left portion of the Make
Marks screen. This allows you to see what you have
just done to the appearance of your sight tape. It is
not a bad idea to press the “Create” button and check
this each time before you go on to the next item.
An Example of the Selection Process
for Sight Tape Generation

a. Width & Length I’ve set this for a width of 0.2929
inches and length of 2.55 inches based upon my
Axcel 4500 sight bar width and length. If you have
a shorter sight bar, then make sure you list that as
the length, or go back into the Equipment Tab,
“Database Selection” and select the correct sight so
that it gets into the database properly. I also crosscheck those dimensions and make adjustments if I
have to. Notice that I checked the “No 20 to ??
Tape Adjustment” box. The bow sight has a standard scale on it, so if your sight is in the database,
you shouldn’t have to make any adjustments here.
b. Mark: Min/Max I change this to 15 min, and 85
max. If you try to put in 10 Min, you will get a
truncated set of marks above the 20 yard setting.
c. Font Size A point size of 15 works for my eyes.
You can play with this however you want.
d. Spacing I always use 1, 5, 10 with the Zeroes in
place. If you use the “no “0” setting”, then you’ll
only have 1, 2, 3, etc, printing onto the sight tape,
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which in my opinion isn’t adequate. I like having
the real numbers right in front of me.
e. Color 1, 5, 10/20 Once again I opt for color-coding (Black, Blue, Red) for those yardage lines and
major/minor increments on my sight tape, just like
I do on my placards. It is important to mention
here, that unlike Archer’s Advantage, when you set
up your colored sight tape in OT2, both the numbers for the yardages will print at 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, etc. In addition, the “odds” of 15, 25, 35, etc are
indented to help you pickup your sight settings
more easily as you read the tape. This is extremely
handy and one of the many features I really like
about On Target 2.
f. Tape Header In OT2, you can select your tape
header information. I utilize this so that I have the
reminders that really do help things along. The
“Extension Index” is helpful if you are one who
removes your sight from the bow during transport.
That is the “hole” setting of your extension bar.
The Axcel sight “holes” are numbered, and this
index tells me I’m set up in Hole #5 with my sight
extension. The rest of the header tells me the
arrow size, weight, and point weight of my arrow.
You can remove any or all of those selection boxes.

By un-clicking those which you don’t want or
need you will simply remove that information
from the top of the tape
g.Tape Marks: Orientation Once again, I’ve selected
“right” because of the location of my indicator
pointer and magnifier. Obviously, since the numbers on my sight bar increase as the distance
increases, the selected direction is down. When
you make this selection, don’t forget to press that
“Create” button in the upper left portion so that
you see what you have just done to your sight tape
presentation.
h.Tape Footer You will note that I decided upon
“NFAA.” The reason is simple: OT2 will give me
my sight settings for the bunny/birdie target distances at the bottom of my sight tape! These distances are for 20, 25, 30, 33, and 35 feet and are
very handy to have right in front of you. Since I
cannot get the sight tape to generate those settings
closer than 12 yards, it is very handy, and saves
having to dig out the other table from my quiver,
if I’ve decided to use the sight tape system. Be
aware, however, that these are only going to be as
accurate as you were in obtaining your peep height
Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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and sight distance in the setup screens (Garbage
In = Garbage Out!). It is essential that you crosscheck these marks well before going out on a scoring session or tournament. You should note that
on the OT2 sight tape, those are the settings in
yards for each of those distances for the bunny/
birdie targets.
i. Mark Reference Chart If you aren’t using “clicks,”
you can press the button with the “.” on it and toggle the yardage chart from “+” over to Decimals and
back. I don’t make any other changes here. Photo 5
depicts “clicks,” which is what I would recommend
you use if your particular sight has “clicks” you can
count as you set your sight past a “main number.”
Remember, if you’ve moved your indicator pointer,
then you have lost the exactness and must trust
your eyes and counts rather than the numbers.
j. Angle Cut Chart This is how you get your Cut
Chart Table. And, you can change the increments
for your cut chart. I’ve opted to use a Start Range
of 0 yards and a Range Step of 8 yards, along with
5 degrees of angle and plus or minus 25 degrees
maximum. This covers more information for my
cut chart and doesn’t waste room by giving me
information I won’t ever use, since “0” yards doesn’t apply. Notice that now, instead of 0 and 100
yards for the table, I have from 8 through 80 yards
in 8-yard increments. This table is easily interpolated and provides me with better data should I
decide to use the cut chart to help with my “gut
feeling” on a hilly course. Since I shoot almost

exclusively Field and Hunter Rounds and don’t
have a need for 90 and 100 yards on the cut chart,
I thought it best to maximize the cuts and eliminate anything past 80 yards. This along with your
distance marks prints out and all you have to do is
cut them out, fold the sheet in half, and then laminate it. This is about the size of a 3x5 index card.
It gives you your “backup” sight marks and your
cut chart all in one item!
Printing the Sight Tape and Tables

So now, after you have pressed the “Create” button on
the “Make Marks Tab” and confirmed that you like
what you see with regard to the sight tape, yardage
chart and cut chart, you are finally ready to generate
your sight tape and Tables from On Target 2.
The Print Setup Tab gives you three choices: Sight
Tape and Charts to Plain Paper, Sight Tapes to Plain
Paper or Labels, and even the option to print Target
Cards to Plain Paper or Labels for 3-D targets. If you
select the print to labels options, there is a listing of
compatible labels available. On the Print Target
Cards tab, you can select which brand of 3-D targets
you would like to print a card of and print those in
color if you so choose.
For my print-outs I opted for the “Sight Tape and
Charts to Plain Paper Option” (see next photo), since
that gives me print-outs of the Sight Tapes, the Cut
Chart, and the Sight Settings Table, all on one sheet
of paper. It is then a simple matter of preparing the
sight tapes and charts for mounting and/or lamina-

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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tion. I find the sizes of the charts very handy, since
they can be mounted back to back and then laminated for waterproofing. This way, one side of the card
has your Cut Chart, while the other side has a complete list of sight settings as a backup in case your
sight tape gets rendered useless.

When it comes to sight settings, you should never
leave yourself hanging out there with only one set of
marks and no backup system. This includes relying on
a Palm Pilot, tablet, or other electronic system. If
those batteries fail, or the system goes down, you
aren’t given an “equipment failure” for electronics, so
you would be done for the day. A ProActive archer
always does what they can to be ahead of the game for
when something goes awry.
Note that a complete explanation of what to do is
in the lower right corner of the screen. I choose not to
make any changes in the upper portion of the screen.
It is a simple process to decide how many tapes you
want to print out and then click on the gray area to
get a tape to the paper. You then click on the two larger boxes to get the Cut Chart and the Yardages Table
onto the printout. After that, click on “Save” to save
that information. Then click on “Print” and your Page
will print out on your printer. While they may not
look pretty on screen, your printouts will turn out just
fine.
When you have completed your printing, you
need to save the User File on OT2 by clicking on
“File,” then click on “User Record,” name the file or
select the same user file, and then click on the Save
button. Then you can exit OT2 and start to prepare
your sight tapes and charts for mounting.
The OT2 Target Cards Option Some very handy
items you can get from OT2, if you are a 3-D shooter, are the Target Cards for 3-D Animals. You will
have to keep your Cards Updated, and those updates
Archery Focus

will have to be done manually, but this capability
comes with On Target 2. Or you can buy just the
Target cards program if that is all you want.
To get these cards, click on the “Print Setup Tab,”
then click on the far right lower tab, “Target Cards to
Plain Paper or Labels” and begin making your selections. There is a listing of compatible Avery Labels in
the upper right portion of the screen or, as it says, you
can print up to 6 animals at a time by selecting them.
In the screen shot below, I selected MacKenzie Color,
and then under model, I selected the animal I wanted, then clicked on an empty space in the left side of
the screen to transfer that animal to the print-out.
Once you have finished selecting all six animals to fill
the screen, select the “Print Button” and wait for the
printing to be completed. Then press the “Clear” button and repeat the process. You also have the option
for NFAA and FITA faces for indoors and for outdoors as well as Rineharts and Delta in both B&W
and color. It is then easy to cut them out and laminate
them to make your own set of animal placards.

Preparing & Mounting
the Printed Sight Tape to Your Sight Bar

For those of you who skipped the previous article about
Archer’s Advantage, what follows is a repeat of what
was given in that article. I have already discussed the
making of a “Placard” for the Calculator-based system,
and you can also make a placard for your Archer’s
Advantage sight settings or your OT2 sight settings
and use the scribed numbers instead of the sight tape;
or you can elect to have both available, plus the printout and cut chart, for a “three-way system” should
something happen to the sight tape. Later on, pay very
special attention when I address errors easily made
while setting the sight for any given distance while out
Continued on the Next Page
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on the course! A simple process of setting your sight
can get complicated if you aren’t aware of the problems
and don’t ProActively prepare for alleviating those
potential errors.
We are finally ready to mount your sight tape
onto your vertical sight bar. Do you remember the
scenario in which you are shooting low on the close
ones, dead on in the middle, and high on the long
ones? Well, that was likely caused by stretching the
tape while you were in the process of mounting it.
Another scenario involving a “stretched sight tape” is
that some shooters tend to mount the tape by mating
the tape to the sight indicator pointer when with the
sight set at only 20 yards. Then, the settings at the top
end of the stretched sight tape are dead on and as you
shoot progressively longer distances, you begin to
shoot higher and higher and higher. I’m sure that you
have heard many a shooter gripe that the “programs”
are not generating accurate sight tapes for them. I will
show you how to virtually eliminate this problem by
once again, being ProActive.
It doesn’t matter whether the sight tape is printed out from Archer’s Advantage, On Target 2, TAP, or
any other sight tape printing program, the mounting
procedure should be the same. This should also partially explain why personally, I prefer the placard system that uses the scribed and unmovable “numbers”
on my vertical sight bar as my primary sight setting
procedure and the printed sight tape as the third
alternate (should I lose my placard or backup printout). I’ll discuss this issue last, because the placard
system isn’t without its problems.
Before going into detail on how to more properly
mount your tape, let me give you a few other things to
watch for and avoid.
• If you are going to use “photo paper” to print your
sight tapes on, be sure to allow for the thicker
paper! You are going to need some extra space
between the sight bar and the indicator pointer for
that thick paper. In addition, since my method of
configuring newly printed sight tapes for mounting involves three additional layers besides the
printer paper itself, you also need to accommodate
the angle of your indicator pointer to handle this
extra thickness. The last thing you need to have
happen is for your indicator pointer or, worse, your
slider on the sight bar to catch on the printed sight
tape and rip it right off of the sight bar. I’ve seen
this happen more than once.
• Be sure to clean the area where you will be mounting the sight tape on your sight bar with alcohol
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and to allow it to dry.
• Avoid putting your fingers onto that area of the
sight bar during the mounting process. The oils in
your fingerprints can weaken or even prevent the
adhesive from sticking. You don’t want your sight
tape slipping and sliding around on the sight bar.
• I recommend that you accurately pre-set the sight
at 40 or 50 yards before you mount the sight tape.
(I mean that you take the time to count those
“clicks” or read the “zeroed” wheel and get it exactly right.) The main reason is that most of the shots
during a field or hunter round are around the 4050 yard ranges, so I feel it is essential to make
darned sure that this area of the tape is mounted
properly. The margin for error is less at these and
longer yardages, so make them right. Secondl
work with on a longitudinal axis (if you properly
install it, that is).
• I strongly recommend that you use a magnifying
glass or some magnifier to pre-set the sight and
also when you align the new sight tape to the vertical bar. The print is small as it is, so it is easy to
misalign the tape yardage with your indicator
pointer, and especially easy to misalign the tape if
you have a magnifier on the sight bar.
• Before you start, make sure that the sight tape
itself won’t be too wide or too long for your vertical sight bar. You will not believe the number of
shooters that print out the sight tape only to find
it doesn’t fit on their sight bar! It is easy to go back
in and re-set the length/width of the sight tape
and re-print it, so take that time now. Trim it if
necessary, but get it right.
• When you align the sight tape, make sure that part
of the tip of the indicator pointer will at least reach
to the end/tip of all of the yardage lines on the
tape, in contact with the tape but rather in alignment with it. Having to bridge a gap between the
end of the indicator pointer and the end of the
yardage lines is a source of error.
• Make sure you allow the ink time to dry before
you start the mounting process. If you don’t, you
may smear the lines and make them unreadable. If
you are using picture quality paper, the drying time
is longer than for ordinary paper.
• Wash and dry your hands thoroughly before you
start this process.
• Make sure you have adequate lighting to assist you
in tape placement.
• Take your bow sight off of the bow and lay it down
so it is horizontal. Trying to mount your sight tape
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with the sight in a vertical position can really create problems for you.
Items Needed to Mount Your Sight Tape

• Sharp hobby knife

• Roll of transparent tape, 3⁄4˝ wide.
• Card stock paper or cutting board to protect your
desk or table top from being cut up by your hobby
knife. I use an old Masonite placemat or a smooth
surface cutting board. If you use wood, there is a
tendency to press the knife too hard and then the
knife follows a course of its own; sometimes right
into your finger! I’ve found that a hard surface and
a sharp knife prevent stretching of the paper as
you cut out the sight tape.
• Roll of thin double-stick tape. I prefer at least 11⁄2˝
wide double stick tape. The stuff I get is called
“carpet tape” and it has a backing which makes it
easy to handle (see photo). This is not needed if
you use Avery labels with the stick-em already in
place.
• Printed sight tape on plain paper, or Avery label,
or photo paper.
• Pencil with rubber eraser.
• Tweezers or forceps. These can help you to get the
backing layer off the tape printed on a label and to
position the tape initially on the sight bar.
• Straight edge to use in getting a straight and clean
cut on the sight tape.

tapes you intend to use.
• Press your double stick straight down onto the
sight tape paper. Do not pull the paper or the double stick tape. Press it straight down onto the
paper.
• Using the tip of the pencil eraser and not your fingers, gently press the tip of the pencil eraser
straight down onto the double-stick tape much
like a blotter. Do not “rub” it into place on the tape
paper.
• Turn the sight tape/double-stick combo back over
to the printed side up.
• Cut a piece of transparent tape that is about 1⁄4˝ –
1
⁄2˝ longer than the sight tape.
• Place the transparent tape straight down over the
printed side of the sight tape. Once again, do not
pull the tape down, don’t “rub it” from top to bottom or bottom to top. Straight down without
moving the sight tape paper.
• Using the tip of the pencil eraser, press it like a
blotter straight down for the entire length and
Continued on the Next Page

Preparing and Trimming the Sight Tape

• Cut a piece of double stick tape that is about 1⁄4˝ –
1
⁄2˝ longer than your sight tape.
• Turn the sight tape printouts face down on your
cutting board.
• Carefully align one sticky side of the double stick
tape so that it will cover one or two of the sight
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width of the sight tape you want to use.
• Using a solid straight edge, carefully align the
straight edge with one edge of the sight tape you
want to use and then carefully cut out your sight
tapes, one edge at a time.
Step by Step: Mounting the Sight Tape

Before we begin the process of mounting that sight
tape to your sight bar, it is important to outline some
items that are indeed problematical when mounting
the sight tape, and even carry over to you when you go
to set your bow sight out on the range.
The photos for this procedure are for clarity’s sake.
I didn’t take the time to actually set the bow sight to
the proper scale setting for 40 or 50 yards. However,
you will note in the pictures that I’m demonstrating
using the indicator pointer as the reference for mounting the sight tape on the 40 yard setting. So, here’s
how to go about mounting your sight tape:
1.Make absolutely sure you have your bow sight set
“exactly” onto the yardage you’ve decided to use to

mount your sight tape. Once again, I use 40, 45, or
50 yards. I do mean exactly, as in right down to the
“click count.” If you’ve been ProActive you have it
already set, but a final check is a good idea.
2.Slide your sight tape under the indicator pin
and/or magnifier to make sure that the indicator
pin won’t catch or drag on the sight tape. This one
last final check is important, since you don’t want
that indicator pointer or magnifier or any part of
the sight slide mechanism to be in contact with
that new sight tape. Adjust things as necessary to
insure that you have clearances, but be careful
about that indicator pointer!
3.Decide whether you are going to use the magnifier or the unmagnified indicator pointer as your
reference for placing the tape. On many sights,
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these are not the same point of reference (see magnifier photo).
4.I’ve found it to be very difficult to mount a sight
tape if the sight is on the bow, so, remove the sight
from the bow and then lay the sight down horizontally on a desk or table top.
5 Position the sight itself in the same “positioning”
that you will use when setting the sight. This doubles up as a cross-check for your frame of reference
when setting the sight. However, by having the
sight by itself, this makes things more stable for
positioning the sight tape on the bar.
6.Carefully remove the backing from the reverse side
of the sight tape (the double sided tape backing).
7.Keeping your visual frame of reference so that you
are looking straight down at the indicator pointer
or magnifier, place the yardage line for the distance your sight bar is set at directly onto the sight
bar. Make sure that you also position the tape parallel to vertical bar from top to bottom. Once you
press this on, the only way to change it is to
remove the tape and start over with a new one.
8.Do not rub onto the sight tape with your fingers
(which could stretch the tape), but use the pencil
eraser like a blotter. By pressing straight down a
“blot” at a time, press the sight tape straight down
onto the sight bar, all the while keeping the tape
flat and aligned as you move along the tape, from
the middle towards each end.
9.Once you are certain that most of the tape is
pressed down, recheck that your pre-set setting is
in proper alignment, and then you can move the
sight block out of the way so you can get at the
indicator pointer/magnifier area of the tape to
make it finally secure.
10.Once you have the entire sight tape pressed down
and it is straight and solidly mounted, then use the
tip of the eraser to “blot down” the edges of the
sight tape to the sight bar on both sides.
11.The last step is to make one last final seal by placing another layer of transparent tape over the top
of the entire sight tape and extending that beyond
the ends of the sight tape by 1⁄4˝ to 1⁄2˝, and then
use the sharp knife to trim the sides. This last step
just helps to give a little more insurance that the
sight tape is weatherproof and also that it won’t
slip or come off of the sight bar.
If you have been careful and followed the steps,
you should now have a mounted sight tape that has
not been stretched or otherwise misaligned with the
indicator pointer. The sight block/pointer will be
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clearing your new sight tape without any interference.
The last and important thing to do is to go out on the
range and double check your new sight settings tape
to make sure it is indeed accurate. After all you would
not go into battle with an untested weapon, would
you?
Final Check for a Stretched Sight Tape Check one
last time by setting your sight to 20 yards using your
sight tape. Check this against the proper numbers on
the scribed side of the sight (including the clicks), and
then check the tape similarly at several other distances along the entire length of the sight tape. Make
certain that all the sight tape settings match what the
numbers are supposed to be on the scribed scale of the
bow sight. This is your final check that you haven’t
accidentally stretched that tape while mounting it to
the sight bar. Of course, always remind yourself to
make sure you keep your head to sight alignment
when you make your sight setting, always keeping in
mind that a magnifier, if mis-used can magnify your
setting error, and it isn’t the tape that is to blame, but
your own eyes, coupled with the magnifying lens! For
those of you not using a tape magnifier, you, too, must
be aware that you can mis-set your sight by not keeping your head angle the same with regard to the indicator pointer and sight tape, too!

Comments Regarding
Using a Magnifier of any Kind

• If you don’t have a magnifier added to your sight
bar, consider getting one if you have difficulties
seeing your yardages/lines on the tape. If you don’t
want to use one of those, you can purchase some
magnifying glasses made for tying flies that clip to
the brim of your hat; they don’t cost much and
work really well for setting your sight.
• If you do have a magnifier on your sight bar, they
aren’t without some potential pitfalls. I feel it is
also essential to make some kind of “indicator”
mark on where the red line (or blue line) on the
magnifier intersects with something you can use as
a reference. If you don’t line up the magnifier’s line
correctly, you can easily mis-set your sight by quite
a bit. If you don’t get proper alignment, then you
are going to have a significant error. (This is called
a parallax error.) On my particular magnifier, I can
mis-set the sight by one full number either way
(40 clicks’ range possible) simply based upon how
my eyes are positioned relative to the sight
bar/sight tape/magnifier/red line combination!
That amounts to a huge miss! Remember the
beginning scenarios, when I mentioned the inconContinued on the Next Page

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Seen from straight on, this pointer is exactly on 20 yards. Seen from
slightly above the pointer looks to be a shade higher than 20.5 yards.
Don’t make these “parallax errors,” always view pointers straight on!

sistency of setting your sight and not knowing
why? Well, here is the likely source of that particular error and inconsistency with the “same” (only
obviously different) sight setting. It isn’t the sight
tape, and obviously it isn’t the yardage on the
course, it is way simpler than that. The problem is
that most people don’t even think about this, magnifier or not! Since for me, the use of the sight
tape/magnifier is my third option, I rarely have to
deal with it, but if I do have to deal with it, then I
have ProActively prepared the sight to be used
safely. I still do have to deal with it if I use the
scribed side of the sight bar and align the indicator pointer to it by using a fly tier’s magnifying
glass or even my regular prescription glasses to set
my sight. Parallax errors are still in play anytime
you align one object with another with your eyes
(see the photos). The photos clearly demonstrate
how easy it is to mis-set your sight this way. Most
people aren’t even aware of this problem and how
it is accentuated when you use a magnifier. Put
bluntly, a “magnifier, if mis-used, magnifies any
error you may create.”
• Even if you don’t have a magnifier installed on
your sight, it is still essential that you make sure
your eyes are in the same position relative to the
yardage on the tape and the point of the indicator
pointer every time you set your sight. If you
change your head angle, then you begging for a
mistake to be made setting the sight. Take your
time to look at the pointer tip from the same head
position each time you use the tape. Also, don’t fall
into the trap of moving your indicator to adjust
your sight settings. Moving the peep slightly is, in
my opinion, the better option; never move that
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Seen from straight on, this magnifier line (red) is exactly on 50 yards.
Seen from slightly below (middle) the line looks to be a shade lower
than 49 yards. Seen from slightly above (right) the line looks to be a
shade higher than 51 yards. Don’t make these “parallax errors,” always
view magnifier lines straight on!

indicator pointer.
Preparing the “Yardage Chart” and the “Cut Chart”

On Target 2 has a nice feature for the “Yardage
Chart” and the “Cut Chart” that gives you the option
of printing them both out at the same time that you
print out your sight tapes (see below). Personally, I
take advantage of this option and print them both
out. What is nice about these is that you can cut
them out as a unit, fold the printout in half and then
laminate it. This gives you a two-sided document
that is waterproof and gives you everything you need
for a backup system and for those downhill and
uphill shots where a “cut” may well be needed. The
printout will be a bit larger than a standard 4x6 index
card, but, if you so chose, you could scan it into your
computer as a picture and size it accordingly losing
hardly any detail.
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Summary

I do not profess to be the expert when it concerns all
of the features, nuances, and corrections that can be
had in using On Target 2. What I have given you are
tips based upon my experience with successfully getting accurate sight tapes out of the system without
having to apply any of the corrections and arrays of
different features within the program. I don’t think
any of those corrections would make me more accurate, since I simply cannot hold my bow that steady
anymore and lack the skills of the top professional
archers of today.
So, there you have it. I’ve given you a quick seminar on how to effectively utilize two systems in unison in order to gather all your sight settings in one
shooting session and use one with the other to get as
accurate a sight tape as you are capable of. I’ve outlined what I consider to be the simplest method of
doing this that is ProActive and gives you the best
chance of not only saving time and money, but also
provides you backup systems that are handy and easily retrievable. If you’ve taken the time to read all three
of these articles, I’ve provided you information on
how to utilize three systems together as a group of
checks and balances.

Remember to go out on the range afterwards and
check your sight marks, because as I’ve often said, a
ProActive archer never “goes into battle with an
untested weapon.”

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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How to Preset Your
Aim for a Traditional
Unmarked Shoot
by Doug Brown
First and foremost I must say that good
repeatable form is critical in all archery, not just traditional archery. Included in that form must be: a good
foundation with proper stance to enable your skeleton
to do its job with as little muscle usage as possible,
proper finger grip on the string, proper use of the bow
arm and hand as a connection to the bow without
gripping the bow, drawing to full draw position with
your scapulae in the correct positions, transfer of the
draw weight into the back and relaxing of the draw
arm, while increasing back tension, letting the
release happen through increased back tension
(not making it happen), and having a good follow
through.
That being said, I have investigated most of
the various methods of accurately shooting a traditional recurve. I have tried instinctive aiming,
gap shooting, point of aim shooting, and string
walking. Each has its own good points and several questionable points. The hardest aspect with
each of these systems is that the precisely correct
distance to the target is required.
Recently I was preparing for the Western
States Traditional Rendezvous in Petaluma,
California. I usually shoot carbon arrows from my
recurve but they were not allowed in this shoot. I
had tried shooting aluminum arrows in the past,
but I quit using them because I could never get
them straightened after shooting them.
Therefore, I chose to shoot wood for this shoot.
What I quickly discovered was that the wooden
arrows were 100 grains heavier than my carbon
arrows. Where my carbon arrows were “point on”
at 52 yards, the wooden arrows were point on at
39 yards. So regarding “sighting in” I was starting
from scratch with my Hoyt recurve and wooden
arrows.
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Unmarked shoots have always been difficult for
me because of the need to accurately estimate the distance to the target. With a recurve bow, a slow recurve
because of the heavy arrows, those distance estimates
are critical because of the greater trajectory of the
arrow. I had just three weeks to figure out not only the
best way to estimate those distances but also where to
aim with the wooden arrows.
To start I placed a Rinehart 18 to 1 target in the
middle of my front lawn and started the process. I
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decided to shoot only one arrow from every unknown
distance and then pull that arrow rather than shoot
several shots trying to learn from each shot. To accomplish that, I would walk down my street, turn, and then
shoot. The lawn worked great at stopping all missed
arrows without having a missed arrow going who
knows where. (In my neighborhood, everyone lives on
about 1 acre lots, so we are quite spread out. I have a
small range in the backyard that goes out to 45 yards
but I know all the distances there so it makes it more
difficult to shoot unmarked distances. Plus my street is
a dead end street so we do not get much traffic.)
On day three of practice I noticed that I no longer
had to determine the exact distance but only had to
decide if the target was less than 20 yards, between 20
and 30 yards, or greater than 30 yards away. I believe
that is because my point on was 39 yards and 20 yards
was my half way distance.
What I also discovered was that if I preset my
bow arm and arrow tip at a particular spot for each of
the three distances, drew the bow straight back without moving the bow arm up or down, kept my intense
focus on the target spot I wanted to hit, and took my
time in the release rather than snapping off the shot,
I started hitting the target.
To test this and continue training I walked away
from the target in several different directions while
not counting my steps. This helped to keep me from
subconsciously memorizing set locations and distances. I stopped at any reasonable distance, made my
estimate as to which of the three choices I was looking at and if I shot a good arrow with good form I was
successful with that shot.

shooting the shot.
3.On the beyond 30 yards shots I raised my bow arm
without drawing the arrow and while looking
straight down the arrow, placed the point of the
arrow about 10 inches above where you want to hit
the target. Then repeated the process of drawing
and shooting the shot.
On all three of the presets, it was important that
after I drew the arrow, I did not make direct eye contact with the arrow point. I was able to see it in my
peripheral vision but did not make a point of looking
at it. Doing that can distract you and cause you to both
second guess your shot and also lose target acquisition.
I had much better results if I did not second guess any
decision but stay with my original thought.
I practiced two times a day for about 30 minutes
each. Too much practice makes me sloppy and then I
practice making poor shots which make bad habits.
The three weeks went by quickly and I was off to
the tournament. The weather was nice and the
archery gods smiled down on me. I was pleasantly
surprised to place second in my division of 39 senior
male recurve shooters with a 1084 out of 1200.
When I came home I tried the system with my
carbon arrows and found that it worked for them also.
I had to change my distance to less than 25 yards, 25
to 35 yards, and beyond 35 yards. I believe that was
due to my point on being 52 yards and the half way
distance 25 yards.
I would have to say that the preset system is a
mixture of instinctive, direct pre-gap aiming, and
shooting a strong shot. No matter what you call it, it
works if I shoot with good form.

The three presets that I found that worked were:
1.On the less than 20 yards shots I raised my bow
arm without drawing the arrow and while looking
straight down the arrow, placed the point of the
arrow about 10 inches below where I wanted to
hit, drew the bow back straight to my anchor
point, did not take my eye off the target (easier
said than done as I had earlier in my recurve learning used the arrow point to determine my gap
while aiming) and shot a strong shot. I also discovered that if I shot a weak shot rather than a
strong shot at 20 yards, the weak shot would hit
about 16 inches low.
2.On 20 to 30 yard shots I raised my bow arm without drawing while looking straight down the
arrow, placed the point of the arrow dead on the
target. Then I repeated the process of drawing and

Try it. With just a little experimentation, you may
find that you, too, can simplify your aiming scheme
for unmarked shoots. Hey, you have nothing to lose
and possibly something to gain.
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Think you know a lot about
archery?
Prove it—grab a pencil!
Archery Puzzle
Master Tom Dorigatti
supplies every kind of
puzzle—from crosswords to scrambles to
brain teasers. If you
think you know
archery and enjoy a
good puzzle, this
book is for you!

Makes a great gift,
too!

Available from Amazon.com and
ThePuzzledArcher.com! Now!
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Collegiate Archery:
TheMentalGame, Pt 2
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Mental Imagery

The wonderful television coverage that we enjoyed
during the 2012 Olympic Archery Competition provided us an excellent opportunity to experience competition in a way never before possible. We were able
to see, up close and personal, the struggles and triumphs of the world’s greatest archers during the most
stressful conditions imaginable.
Giving your team the mental game sales pitch I
discussed in my last article along with them having
just seen the Olympic Archery Competition on TV
should convince a number of your archers to approach
you about learning more about the mental game. Now
you’re in the driver’s seat so let’s make sure you know
where you’re going.
Regardless of which mental tools the Olympic
archers may have used during the Games and during
preparation for the Games you
can be sure that they had invested
the time and energy to try these
and others techniques to see which work best for
them as they developed their personal mental game
plan.

talking about and something you feel they will easily
identify with. Mental imagery is just what the doctor
ordered. Everyone can remember shooting hoops in
their backyard, pretending to be in a basketball game,
counting down the final seconds and swishing a shot
at the buzzer to win the game. That is the most basic
use of mental imagery. In a matter of seconds you
observed yourself in an imaginary sporting event,
against an imaginary opponent, successfully performing a difficult task in a pressure packed situation. It
was fun and you thought it served no earthly purpose
except to entertain yourself but, in fact, each time you
put yourself through that situation successfully, you
actually improved your confidence that you could
respond under pressure.
Now, if games we play in our mind with no purpose can have a positive impact, imagine what we can
accomplish if we have a plan. To
be candid with you, I use mental
imagery to prepare myself for
contract negotiation, public speaking, and even as a
tournament director. One of the reasons I have
enjoyed running so many successful archery tournaments over the years, including 40 or so National
Championship Events, is the fact that I actually take
the time to dissect the event into its various critical
areas and try to visualize everything that could possibly go wrong and then visualize a successful response
to the crisis encountered. If you can visualize the
worst possible circumstance and then prepare for that
scenario, no one will ever know what kind or disaster
almost happened. They will only tell you later how
smoothly things ran.

Part 6 of a Series

The Tools

Focus/Concentration
Managing Distractions
Controlled Breathing
Progressive Relaxation
Mental Imagery
Positive Self-Talk
Positive Affirmations
Comfort Zones
Resetting Your Thermostat
Managing Conscious Thought – During the Shot
When introducing the mental game to your students
you should start with something you feel comfortable

COACHING A COLLEGE ARCHERY TEAM
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I don’t ever want my archers to go into a tournament without taking the same types of steps to prepare for their success. While I expect my more mature
archers to eventually use mental imagery to imagine,
challenge, and conquer their demons we will introduce them to mental imagery in a more “paint by
numbers” style.
I have prepared a short script to help archers get
the feel of mental imagery without having to reinvent
the wheel. Instructions I want you to sit down with
the script in your hand, get in a relaxed position, close
your eyes and take two or three deep breaths to relax
yourself. Now open your eyes and read the script
slowly.
Mental Imagery-Recurve

Please use this script as a sample to write your own or
simply change a few words to match your personal
style and form and use it as one aid to help you master your mental game.
A Script for Success
As I step up to the waiting line I can smell the fresh cut
grass. I feel a light breeze on my face. I can hear the crowd
. . . talking . . . and laughing . . . but I can also sense the
tension among the other competitors.
I hear two whistle blasts as we are called to the shooting line.
As I take my place on the shooting line . . . I can hear the crowd
noise start to subside.
I reach in my quiver . . . searching for Arrow #1 . . . there it is.
I draw the arrow out of my
quiver . . . snap it on the string . . .
and set it on the rest.
I carefully work my bow hand as high into the grip as
I can . . . then I relax my hand down onto the grip as I curl
the fingers on my bow hand.
I place my tab on the string with the string placed in
the first joint of my fingers.
I now put a little tension on the string . . . drawing
about an inch or two . . . checking to make sure everything
feels right before raising the bow to the target.
Without changing the draw tension . . . I raise the
bow until the sight is on the gold . . . where I hold about a
second.
Then I proceed to full draw without taking my eye off
the gold.
As I come to full draw . . . I get an anchor with the
knuckle on my index finger making solid contact with my
jaw, my kisser button on my tooth and the string against

my nose. As I get to my anchor I glance down to make sure
my clicker is on the point of my arrow.
Now my concentration shifts back to the gold. Since
the breeze is light . . . I center my aperture on the X . . . as
I transfer to back tension in preparation for my release.
The clicker goes off and my fingers instantly relax off
the string and slide back along my neck. The bow jumps
forward out of my hand but is caught securely by my finger sling. My bow arm stays in place as my followthrough
lasts till well after the arrow has hit the mark.
The arrow strikes the ten . . . just touching the X and
vibrates there briefly as if waving back to me saying . . .
“Hey, great shot!”
I take one deep calming breath as I prepare for my
next shot.
Now, I pull Arrow #2 out of my quiver and load it
onto the bow.
I set my grip just right and then put my fingers on the
string.
Then I put a little pressure on the string . . . raise my
bow to the target and hold for about a second.
Going to full draw . . . I set up strong . . . and draw
to my anchor. The breeze has picked up a bit . . . so I calculate my aiming point to be the 8/9 line at 3 o’clock to
compensate for the drift.
Using back tension, I pull through the clicker and finish the shot with a strong follow
through.
The second arrow slides right
down the shaft of the first arrow . . .
in the ten just off the X.
I load Arrow #3 onto the bow
and take another deep breath.
I realize it’s my third shot so I
make a point to review the game
plan in my head before the shot. Stand Tall . . . Set Up
Strong . . . and Be Aggressive!
And the third arrow slaps the first two loudly as it
proudly announces it’s arrival in the ten ring.
Ends like this make for an awfully short walk to the
target!

“Dream It . . .

Visualize It . . .
Achieve It.”
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Since compound archers can benefit from this same
skill I have prepared a sample script for them as well.
Mental Imagery-Compound

Please use this script as a sample to write your own or
simply change a few words to match your personal
style and form and use it as one aid to help you master your mental game.
A Script for Success
Archery Focus

As I step up to the waiting line I can smell the fresh cut
grass. I feel a light breeze on my face. I can hear the crowd
. . . talking . . . and laughing . . . but I can also sense the
tension among the other competitors.
I hear two whistle blasts as we are called to the shooting line.
As I take my place on the shooting line . . . I can hear
the crowd noise start to subside.
I reach in my quiver . . . searching for Arrow #1 . . .
there it is.
I draw the arrow out of my quiver . . . snap it on the
string . . . and set it on the rest.
I carefully work my bow hand as high into the grip as
I can . . . then I relax my hand down onto the grip as I curl
the fingers on my bow hand.
I slip my release into the string loop and set the hook.
Then I let my fingers settle into the finger grooves on the
release.
I now put a little tension on the string . . . drawing
it about an inch or two . . . checking to make sure everything feels right before raising the bow to the target.
Without changing the draw tension . . . I raise the
bow until the sight is on the gold
. . . where I hold about a second.
Then I proceed to full draw
without taking my eye off the gold.
As I come to full draw . . . I get
an anchor with the knuckle on my
hand making solid contact with my
jaw and the string against my nose.
As I get to my anchor I make sure
I’ve pulled my string to a solid
position against the wall.
Now my concentration shifts back to the gold. Since
the breeze is light . . . I center my scope around the X . . .
with both centered in the peep . . . as I add back tension to
squeeze off the release.
The release goes off and slides back along my neck. The
bow jumps forward out of my hand but is caught securely
by my finger sling. My bow arm stays in place as my followthrough lasts till well after the arrow has hit the mark.
The arrow strikes the ten . . . just touching the X and
vibrates there briefly as if waving back to me saying . . .
“Hey, great shot!”
I take one deep calming breath as I prepare for my
next shot.
Now I pull Arrow #2 out of my quiver and load it
onto the bow.
I set my grip just right and then attach my release on
the D-loop.
Then I put a little pressure on the string . . . raise my

bow to the target and hold for about a second.
Going to full draw . . . I set up strong . . . string
against the wall. The breeze has picked up a bit . . . so I
calculate my aiming point to be the 8/9 line at 3 o’clock to
compensate for the drift.
Using back tension, I squeeze the release off and finish the shot with a strong follow through.
The second arrow slides right down the shaft of the
first arrow . . . in the ten just off the X.
I load Arrow #3 onto the bow and take a deep breath.
I realize it’s my third shot so I make a point to review
the game plan in my head before the shot. Stand Tall . . .
Set Up Strong . . . and Be Aggressive!
And the third arrow slaps the first two loudly as it
proudly announces it’s arrival in the ten ring.
Ends like this make for an awfully short walk to the
target!
Summary

Have your archers try these sample scripts. (Try them
yourself.) Modify them to their particular shooting
styles and equipment variations. Then give them a
chance. First try to visualize
yourself shooting from within
your own body, seeing only what
you can see with your own eyes.
Then try visualizing your shots
from a position on the waiting
line where you are actually
observing yourself shooting. This
allows you to see you improve
your stance, alignment, clearance, release, and followthrough.
Don’t hesitate to combine the use of video along
with mental imagery as it helps to bring a sense of
reality into the images you visualize and help you to
hone in on the desired improvements you wish to
achieve.
This is just the beginning and you have your
homework. There’s no limit to what you can achieve.
Dream It . . . Visualize It . . . Achieve It.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting line.

“Don’t hesitate to combine the use of video
along with mental
imagery as it helps to
bring a sense of reality
into the images you
visualize”
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The Basics of
Tuning Compound
Bow Cam Systems
by Larry Wise
My first compound bow was a Jennings Trail
Boss “two-wheeler” that I bought second-hand in
1976. I really didn’t do much to it because I didn’t
know anything about the compound other than it had
some “letoff ” and was much faster than my recurve, so
I just shot it.
That December I ordered and received a new
Jennings Arrow Star four-wheeler. Wow, what a bow!
Smooth to draw and aim and it had all the bells and
whistles of the latest design. I shot it with fingers that
first winter and competed in the league shoots at my
local club. I wasn’t very good (I had picked up a little
target panic but there was no way I was going to give
up.) and, after all, I’d been shooting since I was eight
years old and really enjoyed it.
The real test came in the spring when I started
shooting outdoors. My finger shooting wasn’t going
that so the local Jennings sales rep, Henry Fulmer,
gave me a Stanislawski back tension release aid and
my shooting took off to new heights. Things were
going really well until one June day when . . . both
cables broke. Ack, now what was I to do?!
That was the day I started learning how to “tune”
compound bows. In fact, I learned how to rebuild a
compound bow by helping to install the new cables,
and reset the bow’s wheel timing, draw weight and
draw length. Of course, I had to start from scratch
and get sighted in again but by the following winter I
shot my first 300 (60 arrows) on the 3-inch white spot
target.
Over the next two years I learned lots from the
guys I shot with and against. Guys like Jack Cramer,
Ron Walker, and Mike Leiter. In fact, the four of us
have become life-long friends. I also learned much
from a man you may recall, Tom Jennings. Since then
I’ve learned more and more as the newer cam systems
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have been developed but much of what I learned in
those early days still applies and I present it all here
for you to use as a guide for setting up newer bows.
I’m sure you have some preferred methods of your
own but it’s always good to cross-reference your own
ideas with others in case there’s something new that
you can adopt for your own use. A few new ideas may
be all it takes to make you happy with how your bow
performs.
General Tuning Guide For Compound Bows

At last year’s ATA Show I had the opportunity to visit
the bow manufacturer’s booths to glean new tuning
techniques, take notes, and collect information
straight from the horse’s mouths.
Binary Cam Systems

I’ll start with binary cam systems because I ran into
my good friend Mike Derus of Elite Archery, based in
Henrietta, New York (www.elitearchery.com) the very
first morning of the show. Mike was happy to show
me Elite’s new Tour target model twin cam. It is 38
inches axle-to-axle with a 7 7⁄8 inch brace height and
modular binary cams to yield a 27 to 32 inch draw
length range. Elite has two other binary cam systems
that produce even more stored energy than the Tour
model.
The Tour is equipped with the Tour Target Cam
which has a two-track design as have most of the
other binary cam systems. In the beginning days of
two-wheel compounds, one end of each buss cable
was attached directly to an axle while the other end
was reeled onto the smaller cable track of the opposite
cam. The binary system, however, attaches both ends
of the cable to the cable track on the cam. One end
reels onto the module track while the other end reels
Archery Focus

Mike Derus of Elite Archery shows their new Tour target bow with
binary cams. The Elite binary system is comprised of two symmetric
cams that are timed and shot at the factory to ensure that the bow
meets advertised specifications.

out cable into the system. The result is a closed system that links both cams together and stays in tune
(the cams roll in synch with each other). Mike stresses that the system is fast, accurate, and less affected by
cable or string stretching than other systems.
Elite Archery sets the cam “timing” at the factory. In other words, they make sure that the cams are
rolling in a synchronized manner. As you might
assume, the cam timing is set by twisting one or both
cables (bow press required). The factory shoots each
bow and checks the speed it generates. If the bow
doesn’t meet the advertised specifications, it is rebuilt
so it does.
With the bow in its brace position you can check
the distance from the limb to the hole in the cam as

The Elite Archery binary cam features a bumper post that stops
against the bow limb at full draw. The cam system adjusts by half-inch
increments via draw length modules.
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Mike shows in the photo. You can also place the bow
in a draw-rig/crank board, check the timing and
adjust it until the timing dots on both cams match. I
like having the timing dots machined on because I
don’t have to make them myself like back in the old
days.
The limbs are a matched set from Dave Barnsdale.
Dave uses the best Gordon glass blanks to build his
laminated limbs, limbs I’ve shot in the past and know
to be unsurpassed in performance and durability. The
bows are assembled at Grace Engineering according
to the specifications prescribed by the design engineers.
Setup The basic starting point for Elite bows
begins with the arrow rest height set so the arrow is at
the rest mounting hole level. A 1⁄4˝ nocking point setting for the top of the nock will enable the bottom of
the arrow to be level with the arrow rest while the
centershot setting is recommended as 0.75 to 0.80
inches from the riser.
The Elite binary cams are designed to provide
level nock travel. That makes good arrow flight easier
to achieve and that, in turn, means bow tuning is
much simpler. I’m sure you’re all for that.
Hybrid Cam Systems

The hybrid, or asymmetric, cam system has been
around for at least 15 years. The original design,
introduced by Rex Darlington of Darton Bows, has
caught on across the industry and has developed into
one of the most accurate shooting systems ever. Most
Continued on the Next Page

The distance from the bow limb to the machined hole serves as a check
on cam timing. Both the top and bottom cams should be adjusted
through cable twisting so that these distances are equal. The timing
dots on the cam perimeter can be used to check timing when the bow is
at full draw.
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The top cam on the PSE Axe-6 hybrid bow employs a sliding crescentshaped draw module and a draw-stop post to fit draw lengths from
25.5 to 30 inches. It also features a small white timing mark to show
cam rotation relative to the cable.

companies have a bow model that utilizes this system
to provide the high arrow speeds many archers want.
The hybrid system in designed with a two-track
cam on the top limb and a three-track cam on the
bottom. The cable that reels onto the bottom center
track is attached to the top axle via a split-yoke cable
system. The other cable, a “slave” or control cable is
attached to the top cable track so that it reels onto the
cam on the side opposite the shooter. It attaches to
the bottom cam on the far right track (right–handers)
on the front side facing the shooter so that it reels out
into the system like the bowstring does but at a lesser
rate.
Today’s computer technology allows for the
design of all of these tracks-two on top and three on
the bottom-so that they control intake and outlay of
cables and string in such a manner as to create level
nock travel during the power stroke. In other words,
the bow shoots arrows level across the arrow rest so
the bow is easy to tune. The two-cam design gives
high speed, too, as these systems are capable of producing arrow speeds in excess of 350 fps.
I interviewed Dave Kronengold, PSE engineer,
about the newest PSE cams. He pointed out that
when the bows are assembled at the factory, each has
the wheel timing set according to the prescribed timing marks on both cams. These marks indicate where
each cable should be located, relative to each cam,
when the bow is in the brace position. This will
ensure that the cams roll in a synchronized manner to
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The bottom cam on this PSE hybrid cam system utilizes three tracks to
control bowstring reel out and cable take up. The proper amount of both
yields a level nock travel path. On this cam the ACEGI module fits the
whole-inch draw lengths while the BDFHJ module fits the half-inch
draw lengths. You can see how the spare module is stored on the cam.

their full draw position. Dealers should check these
markings when they first remove the bow from the
box. As with other cable systems, the timing can be
reset by twisting cables, with a bow press required.
One thing PSE does, according to Dave, is design
cams that can be adjusted across a wide span of draw
lengths. The Vendetta, for instance, has an adjustment range of six inches, from 26.5˝ to 32.5˝, all on
the same cam. This can be done without the use of a
press.
The Axe-6 features the Axe+ Hybrid Cam System
with a Posi-Lok inner cam that adjusts in half inch
increments. The bottom cam has two adjustable modules – one to accommodate the whole-inch positions
(A,C,E,G,I) and another to accommodate the halfinch increments (B,D,F,H,J). This particular hybrid
cam system covers a draw length range of 4.5˝ on this
32.5˝ axle-to-axle bow that generates upwards of 337
fps arrow speeds.
PSE installs BCY 8125 bowstrings and BCY
452X cables to give the best groupings. It also installs
slightly stiffer limbs on the cable side to provide
added stability and ensure best arrow groupings.
Weight ranges span about ten pounds on any
given PSE bow. Check the specs for other brands.
The recommendation for PSE bows is to not lower
the weight by backing out the limb bolts more than
four turns. This is according to the Bow Set Up DVD
that is produced by PSE for their bows; it’s worth getContinued on the Page 26
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New from WAF!

Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

Available from Amazon.com and Soon from
www.ArcheryEducationResources.com

ting for everyone who
Compound Bow Set Up Table
works on PSE bows.
Setup The starting
point for an arrow rest on a
Cam System
Binary (Elite)
Hybrid (PSE)
Single (Bear)
PSE bow is indicated by
lines machined on the arrow
Level to Rest
Machined Line
Level to Rest
shelf and the side of the
Arrow Level
Mounting Hole
at Mount Hole
Mounting Hole
riser. The rest must be
adjusted so the arrow sets
Parallel to
parallel to both the centerStraight in Front
Centershot
0.70˝ to 0.80˝
Machined Shelf
shot line on the shelf and
of String
Line
the horizontal line across
the rest mounting hole.
That makes it simple for
Nocking Point
0.25˝
0.1875˝ to 0.25˝
0.1875˝ to 0.25˝
anyone to do.
The nocking point
should locate the bottom of
Set at Factory (on
Cam Timing
Set at Factory
Set at Factory
the arrow level with the
reference marks)
arrow rest and perpendicular to the bowstring. That
means the top of the nock
Paper Test
Bullet Hole
Bullet Hole
0.25˝ high
will be about 3⁄16˝ to 1⁄4˝
above level as indicated by a
bow square. A D-loop is recommended and should be Single Cam Systems
tied onto the bowstring with the widely used lark’s I always make it a priority to get by the Bear Archery
booth when I’m at the show. I know some of the guys
head knot directly above and below the arrow nock.
As with all the other bows I viewed at the show, there from my days with Xi Bows and I also know
after setup an arrow should be shot through paper that they are big into one-cam systems for their top
from a 5 foot to an 8 yard distance. This will verify selling bows. As I approached their booth I saw an old
nocking point and centershot locations, as well as familiar face that I hadn’t seen for 13 years-my New
Zealand friend of many years, Trevor Irvine. We had
help identify the proper spined arrow for the bow.
a great time renewing our friendship and I learned
that he has been a Bear Dealer for several years and is
very pleased with their single cam products.
I took an interest in the Bear Carnage single cam
model and asked Bear’s tech-man Gary Lewis about
the specifics of setting up this bow. It is, as mentioned, a single cam bow which means that the bottom cam has three tracks while the top limb has only
a single-track idler pulley. The bottom end of the buss
cable attaches to the center track of the cam while the
top hooks to the axle via a split-yoke cable.
Gary spelled out the specs of the bow: 32 inches
axle-to-axle, 71⁄4 inch brace, 80 percent letoff, 25.5 to
30.5 inch draw range and an IBO rated speed of 345
One very helpful tuning feature on PSE bows is the pair of reference fps. Beyond that it has fixed position rollers on the
lines machined into the riser. The arrow should be parallel to and set
just under the upper line when the arrow rest is correctly positioned. At cable guard and the Bear dual string suppressor arms.
the same time the centershot position should be set so that the arrow Bear uses a modular system for adjusting half-inch
runs parallel to the bottom line on the arrow shelf. This is very helpful increments of draw length – no bow press required.
during the initial setting up of the bow.
Setup According to Gary Lewis, the arrow rest
should be set to position the arrow across the plunger
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be twisted to bring it back into line with the bowstring . . . again, something you should do to any bow.
Tuning Beyond Set Up

I was fortunate enough to get an interview with Gary Lewis of Bear
Archery who showed me the new features on the new Carnage single
cam bow. It features the Skeleton single cam, a 4x4 roller guard, a
longer and more forgiving riser, quad limbs, dual string suppressors
and zero-tolerance limb pockets.

hole and straight out from the bowstring. The nocking point should be set at 3⁄16˝ to 1⁄4˝ at the top of the
nock making the bottom of the shaft level.
Bear recommends that all new owners check any
new bow to be sure that it matches the factory specs
to be sure that nothing changed during shipping.
Dealers also do this but it doesn’t hurt to do a double
check. (I once got a bow with tire tracks across the
box. The box was destroyed, but luckily the bow was
fine.) Further, the bow should be shot about 50 times
and then the specs rechecked and reset if necessary. (I
recommend this for any new bow.) Also, if the bow
has any top idler lean then one side of the yoke should

The Bear Skeleton Cam features half-inch incremental draw length
adjustments. There are eleven holes for the cable-stop that cover draw
lengths of 25.5 to 30.5 inches.
Archery Focus

After the arrow rest, nocking point, peep and bow
sight are installed, the tuning steps you follow for the
different cam types are all about the same. After all,
we’re launching arrows from a bowstring to a target so
getting them to fly consistently with a high degree of
stability requires a specific set of techniques. The following tuning guide will help you get your new bow
shooting well with, I hope, a minimum of time spent.
It should be obvious that bow tuning hasn’t
changed much over the last ten years. In fact, most of
what I did to tune my Jennings T-Star back in the
1980s I’m still doing today. The major difference is
that I don’t have to keep doing it to the same bow
over and over as the season progresses, today’s bows
stay in tune for a much longer period of time. The
materials used, the design features, assembly techniques and factory testing make them much more
ready to shoot right out of the box and far more likely to stay in tune. But, they still need some tuning to
get them really ready for target shooting or bowhunting. No factory can truly personalize a bow for a particular individual.
Use the following tuning steps and you’ll be able
to put the finishing touches to any bow.
Nock Fit Proper nock fit can be tested by pulling
a nocked arrow with your index finger and thumb. A
Continued on the Next Page

The back side of the Bear Skeleton Cam shows the black draw length
module which can be interchanged with ten others. The cable stop post
is then set in the matching position for the given module. This is a
quick way to get the bow set to the draw length required.
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slight tug should “pop” the nock off the string. If you
hold the bow so the string is horizontal and the arrow
falls off by its own weight then the nock fit is too
loose.
If the nocks are too loose or too tight, one of two
remedies must be employed. If your nocks fit too tight
you must either reduce the diameter of the bowstring
or increase the throat size of your nocks. If you’re
using Easton “G” nocks you can move from the
0.088˝ throat size (“small groove”) to the 0.098˝ size
(“large groove”) and maybe have the proper fit.
Manufacturers are paying closer attention to nock fit
these days and I seldom encounter a problem with
nock fit but check it anyway, just to be sure.
Draw Length Fitting and Adjustment This is the
most important part of bow tuning. Getting the draw
length of the bow set to match you is vital to helping
you become a consistent and accurate archer. A bow
that is not matched correctly – being either too short
or too long – will contribute to poor shooting form,
poor arrow groupings, and non-vital hits on game
animals.
Recently I reviewed about 30 video clips that are
up on YouTube.com and other web sites. They were
attempting to give tips about proper bow fitting to
hunters and archers in general. None of them, and I
do mean none, got it correct!
All I heard in those videos was that the shooter
should get into a comfortable anchor and hold the
bow arm toward the target. But the term “comfortable

This photo demonstrates the most important aspect of shooting form: proper full-draw-position for shooting archery. With today’s bows, adjusting a
bow’s draw length setting until an archer’s drawing forearm and elbow are
in line with the arrow is easy to do and to see. This position of the drawing arm allows the archer to transfer the bow-holding load out of their arm
and into their back muscles thus relaxing the forearm for a repeatable
release and a natural followthrough. Any other position requires the use of
more arm muscle resulting in a far less repeatable shot.
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anchor” has no definition – we don’t know what that
means. We need to use well-defined terms and since
we use our body, muscles and skeleton, to shoot a bow
we must define our proper Full Draw Position in
terms that make our body biomechanically efficient.
You can use lots of muscle to shoot arrows but, if
you do, you’ll fatigue quickly and perform inconsistently. Instead, you need to put your skeleton in position to carry the bow-shooting loads and relax most of
your muscles in order to reach your maximum level of
consistency and accuracy.
Here’s the position as I’ve presented it many
times in previous issues of This Magazine.
At full draw:
a) You should have your bow arm extended so that
the arm bones are in line and resist the force of the
bow. They act like a stick between your body and
the bow handle.
b) Your drawing (holding) forearm and elbow should
be positioned so that they are in line with the
arrow enabling you to transfer the bow-holding
force into your back muscles. This allows you to
relax your forearm and upper arm in order to effect
your most consistent release and followthrough.
c) Drawing short or long relative to this line will render any archer less effective, less consistent and,
therefore, less accurate at the moment of truth. I
realize that home-spun methods are well intended
but we if we ignore the science of our sport we will
pay the price!
Line up the drawing forearm with the arrow and
you’ll shoot your best.
Draw Adjusting Fitting archers is easy if you have
the above model to use as a reference. If you are drawing short of the prescribed arrow line as shown above,
then increase the draw length of the bow by changing
draw modules, increasing the D-loop length, or twisting cables and/or string. The last resort, of course, is
to install a longer draw cam system, not usually a
cheap option.
If you are drawing too long, beyond the arrow
line, then shorten the draw length by changing modules, shortening the D-loop (if possible), adjusting the
twists on the cables and/or string and, last, installing
a smaller cam system.
Powder Testing Spray white powder (foot spray)
on the fletched end of an arrow, shoot it and check for
contact marks on the fletching. If the fletches are contacting the arrow rest then make adjustments to center shot, nocking point and/or nock rotation in order
to eliminate the contact. Be aware that some dropArchery Focus

away rests bounce upward into the path of the arrow
and may need adjusting to allow the rest to fall completely out of the fletching path and stay out.
Paper Testing I use this test (an arrow shot
through a piece of newspaper) to verify that I have an
arrow size that is reasonably close to the correct size
for my bow setup. A bad tear in the paper from five
yards distance will tell you rather quickly that something is not good. If you’ve followed the factory
guidelines on rest set up then you can be reasonably
certain that the arrow size is the source of the problem. Try several other sizes until you get a reasonable
paper tear.
So what is “reasonable paper tear” is the question.
When shooting from five yards I expect to get a hole
that is less than 1⁄2 inch long. I prefer the hole, if it’s
not near perfect, to be slightly high-left (right-handers) or just straight high. You’ll notice in the tuning
table that Bear Archery suggests a hole that is 1⁄4 inch
high from their single cam bows.
High tears indicate the need for a lower nocking
point while low tears need a higher nocking point.
Left tears by a right-hander indicate the need for a
weaker spined shaft and/or more draw weight and/or
center shot moved right. The opposite is true for right
tears.

Short Range Shooting Bear Archery recommends
that actual shooting start at 15 yards. I like that distance also. Twenty yards will do as well and I’ve started at 10 yards, too, depending on how confident I was
in my initial sight installation. Adjust the sight until
the arrows are grouping in a 3-inch diameter circle at
close range.
In order to fine tune the arrow rest centershot
location use the Plumb (vertical) Line Test. From a 3inch aiming spot hang a plumb line or apply strip of
masking tape. Shoot one arrow at 15 yards at the aiming spot.
Next, step back 10 yards, aim at the same spot
with the same pin and shoot one more arrow. The
arrow will impact slightly below the first arrow. Move
10 yards further from the target and shoot a third
arrow resulting in three arrows in a nearly vertical
line. If the arrows are near the plumb/tape line, all is
well with the centershot location of your arrow rest. If
the lower arrows impact further to one side of the
plumb line, then adjust the horizontal position arrow
rest: arrows to the left of the line require a rest adjustment to the right and vice-versa.
Repeat the plumb line test until you get consistent results. Target shooters often use this test at
Continued on the Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Stiff Launcher Weaken the launcher
much longer distances; skill level deterin some manner and retest.
mines the maximum distance a given
Light Point Test a heavier point in
archer should use.
your arrows.
Long Range Testing Bow tuning
Hand Torque The hand is tensed in
never ends until you have the best arrow
some way and applying torque to the bow
groups that your ability allows you to
grip. Reposition and relax the bow hand
produce. That means that you shoot from
and retest.
long range, assess the groups and make
Tight Nocks Modify the nock fit and
any needed adjustments to make
check the D-loop for nock pinch.
improvements. I’ve spent lots of hours
Wild Arrows Occasionally a bow
shooting at 50 and 60 yards with many
setup will produce wild arrows that don’t
excursions to the 80 yard targets needed
impact with the others in a group. Check
for field archery. Here are some techthe following causes/solutions:
niques I employ:
Bad Arrow The odd arrow may be
Wheel Timing I test small changes in
defective in some way. A cracked shaft,
wheel timing to gauge the aiming steadibad nock, not being straight, a bent
ness and group tightness. You can do this
point, or an invisible sidewall flaw. Set it
by adding or removing single twist increaside and test it again later.
ments to the yoked power cable on an
Fletch Contact Powder test the
asymmetric cam bow. Record the results.
fletched end again to check for arrow rest
You are looking for steadiness and repeat
contact and adjust accordingly.
feel for the shot.
Mismatched Spine The arrow spine
Tiller Small changes to tiller settings
may have an effect on how the bow “sits” The hybrid cam system on the being used is not matched to the bow
Axe-6 enables this bow to setup. Try other shaft sizes.
on the aiming spot. You should add turns PSE
store a high amount of energy
Wheel Timing The twin or asymmetin turn increments to one limb bolt while and deliver arrow speeds in
removing the same number of quarter excess of 340 fps. The ability to ric cam system is slightly out of adjustadjust the cam timing makes it
turns from the opposite bolt then shoot easy for the dealer or owner to ment. Use cable twisting techniques to
test. You have to check both directions attain a high level of accuracy. reset the timing for best groups.
(turns “on top/off bottom” and “off top/on bottom”).
Record the results while looking for the best and Conclusion
This tuning guide is by no means complete. I’m sure
steadiest hold on target center.
Vertical Groupings Some bow setups produce high you have other techniques that you use to get your
and low misses at the target. For groups that appear as bows in good shooting order; add them to this list.
a vertical line of arrows through the target spot, check The bow designs of the last five years make it relatively easy to get good arrow flight and tight groups so
the following:
High Nocking Point Lower the nocking point on you don’t have to spend lots of valuable time tuning
the string and retest.
your bow. You’d have more time to practice!
Weak Launcher Stiffen the launcher in some manner.
Shoot straight, keep well,
Heavy Point Test a lighter point.
Larry
Low Hand Pressure Reset the bow hand to apply
even pressure instead of “heel” pressure then retest.
Loose Nocks Check for proper nock fit. Also check
to be sure the nock is trapped above and below as
nock-slide on the string causes high arrows.
Horizontal Groupings Other bow setups produce
horizontal groupings across the middle of the target
spot. Check the following causes/solutions:
Low Nocking Point Raise the nocking point on
the string and retest.
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Cam Tilt and Lateral
Nock Travel
by Joe Marzullo
Beginning at the Beginning

When I was first asked about cam tilt/lean and lateral
nock travel, I had no definitive answer for that question.
And it wasn’t that I wasn’t interested. I was born 71 years
ago, in a time when cowboys and Indians were all the
rage on television. and that started my lifelong fascination with archery. In between playing with bows I served
an apprenticeship as a Tool & Die maker. I was a Tool
Designer and migrated to the design of special automated assembly and manufacturing machines. After more
night school and I advanced to Product Design.
During my years as Product Designer I was named
on 37 domestic and foreign patents. All through that
period I continued bow hunting but with a passion for
understanding the technical reasons behind archery, why
some things work and others do not. There was and still
is a lot of “voodoo science” with regard to archery. Now
that I am retired I have more time to dig into the great
sport of archery. Five years ago I began by designing special equipment to plot and measure vertical nock travel
and the effects of cam timing. That was a very interesting project that taught me and many others about the
differences between bows and how it affects accuracy. I
have shared the results of many of my tests on the
Archery Talk web forum.
My challenge was to understand the effects of cam
tilt and lateral nock travel. What made that difficult is
there was no machine available to measure it. You must
be able to measure a problem to determine if it has been
improved and by how much.
I set about to design and build such a machine. I had
a few failures but finally developed a machine that is
capable of measuring lateral nock travel and the resulting bow torque that it creates. I also had to develop a
means of measuring cam axle loads throughout the draw
cycle.
These proved to be difficult problems to solve. I first
had to conceive, design, and build additional testing
equipment that would plot the lateral string/nocking
point travel plus measure axle loads. In 2009 after a year
Archery Focus

of research and development I created reliable testing
machines that produced some surprising results. I have
since tested bows for Hoyt’s R&D department, Elite
Archery, Mathews, G5 Prime and Quest bows. Also I
have made independent tests and published reports on
most other major manufacturer’s bows. The test results
were amazing to me, the bow’s nock traveled away from
the archer during the draw cycle, creating a bow induced
torque or twist in the archer’s hand. I knew if I could
eliminate this problem all archers would shoot more
accurately.
First as to the Cause . . .

Virtually all of cam tilting is caused by the cable guard
offset. It imposes very large cantilever forces on the
cams, meaning the cams are pulled to one side/tilted.
This force also twists the limbs. The forces are much
larger than you would think. I measured the forces
imposed on the cam axles from brace height to full draw
of a 70# bow (a popular 2009 bow). To conduct the test
I mounted a load cell between the axles on custom
cables, the bow was drawn in one inch increments and
the loads recorded. The results were surprising. I measured approximately 180 lbs at brace height and approximately 390 lbs on the axles at full draw. The axle load
becomes progressively higher as the bow is drawn and
the limbs continue to flex. The cantilever load becomes
even larger as it is imposed at the maximum arc of the
cam. This load is not imposed on the cam’s centerline,
but is offset. The cable guard creates a tilt in the cams.
The cams tilt progressively more from brace height to
full draw. I took the following data, axles loads, draw
force curve, cam radius transition and cable slide displacement and overlaid the data with respect to the draw
length (see “Typical Compound Bow Data” chart on p. 37).
Please take the time to view and understand this chart.
Now as to Effect . . .

After first measuring all the forces in a compound bow,
I then plotted the lateral nock travel with my machine.
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This top view drawing represents what occurs with almost all compound bows today. It’s just a matter of how much cam tilt, lateral nock
travel, and therefore bow torque is produced. Most bow manufacturers
denied this issue even existed until I introduced the Tilt Tamer at the
2011 Archery Trade Association show. Now you see many variations
on my scheme that try to address the problem; that’s a good thing.

This top view drawing represents a bow with all variable cam tilt
removed, that will create a bow with no inherent torque. This bow
will be much easier to shoot in a consistent way. Consistency supports
accuracy.

First with no cable guard offset (the cable slide
removed), I plotted its “Natural Travel Path,” to establish
a base line from which to measure deviations (called a
datum reference line).
Then with the stock cable guard and its cable offset,
I plotted the path caused by cam tilt. The results were
quite surprising. Most bow’s nock travel was several
degrees from the path the string’s nocking point would
naturally take, that is its natural travel path or datum reference line.
Again, the “natural travel path/datum reference line”
is the path the nock takes with no cable offset, the best

possible path that that particular bow design can produce.
So what does that mean in real terms? Well, a righthanded bow with a lateral nock travel of 3+ degrees of
angle tends to shoot to the left of the natural travel path.
How much left, say, at the target? Depending on the
bow design it ranges from 4 to 8 inches at 20 yards. The
bow torques itself due to the increasing cam tilt. Of
course, the archer has to compensate for that problem
with his grip, by allowing the bow to twist (torque) in his
hand. Experienced archers are very good at this, as
reflected in the scores they shoot. The bow generates its
own torque in a counter clockwise direction (for right-

Tilt Tamer Select at Brace Height

Tilt Tamer Select at Full Draw
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have the cables offset with
handed shooters). When
virtually no cam tilt. After a
you do not allow the bow
lot of failed efforts, I have
freedom to turn, you get a
created a very simple soluleft arrow (RH Archer) or
tion that allows archers to
right arrow (LH Archer).
have both virtually no cam
As a practical measure,
tilt and good fletching
look at where your sight pin
clearance. In this solution,
is with respect to where the
the cable slide travels on an
arrow points. The bow is
adjustable inclined plane
not pointing where the
which positions the cables
arrow impacts. Many will
almost vertically at full
find their pins substantially
draw. Then as the bow is
to the left of the arrow centerline (RH archers); this is This photo shows actual application results at 20 yards. The arrow shot the cable travels up the
caused by cam tilt resulting holes in the center are with Tilt Tamer installed, then with no other inclined plane to provide
in your arrows shooting at changes the stock cable guard was installed and the bow shot at the tar- fletching clearance at brace
get. Note the large change in point of impact from bow torque.
height (when the fletches
an angle to the bow’s naturslide by the cables). It also travels in inverse proportion
al travel path.
Most archers say when they have a left
or right shot error, it’s to the left for RH
archers and to the right for LH archers.
This corresponds with my test results.
Archers create a left shot error when the
bow is gripped in such a way as to prevent
it from turning and pointing to the cam
tilt and bow torque imposed travel path.
Hence the benefit from so called “torque
free grips;” they are narrow in design
which makes it harder to twist the bow
and induce torque. They do not remove
torque but do help by allowing the bow to
torque in your hand consistently.
Now, it would be far better to have a
bow that imposed little to no torque as a
result of cam tilting. This would truly be a
bow that we can call “forgiving” (although
I really dislike that term).
A bow that launches arrows along its
“natural travel path” will impose no torque
errors for the archer to compensate for.
Hence, it would be easier for even novice
archers to shoot in a consistent manner
which means greater accuracy. You would
have a bow that points where it shoots.
Now for the Solution . . .

The ideal condition would be cams that do
not tilt at all. But, given the necessity of providing arrow/fletching clearance on most
bows the cables must be offset.
A less unrealistic goal would be to
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Note that the Tilt Tamer cable slide travels at inverse proportion to the load. As the load
becomes greater the cable slide angle decreases, this results in a much smaller and consistent cam tilt which results in a significant deduction of bow torque. A bow’s draw length,
arrow diameter and fletching height vary from one setup to the next, so it’s imperative to
have a design with adjustability for optimum results.
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to the cable load. This results in a nocking point/string
travel that essentially follows the “natural travel path” of
the string.
This benefits all levels of archers, beginner to pro.
The benefits of arrows shot following the natural arrow
path are as follows:
• Cam tilt induced handle twist is virtually eliminated.
The bow tends to shoot straight, creating an “archer
friendly” bow. The bow shoots where it points.
• Bows that shoot arrows straight with no side acceleration force will be easier to tune and will be more tolerant of arrow spine variations. The fletching will not
have to “work” to straighten arrow flight. Accuracy is
improved.
• String and cable wear as a result of scuffing on tilted
cams will be substantially reduced.
• Loads on the cable slide are effectively cut in half.
• Cam axle bearings will be evenly loaded and will last
longer.
• Limb twist as a product of cam tilt will be essentially eliminated.
I am pleased to announce the invention of the Tilt

Tamer, which has a “Patent Pending” which will mature
into a utility patent this year. Tilt Tamer Select may be
purchased directly from my website www.tilttamer.com.
Additional technical information may also be obtained
from my website.
The photos below are of an actual plot chart from
my lateral nock travel machine.This is not a glitzy power
point marketing representation but the actual raw data
with my notes and measurements. No “voodoo science”
here. The bow is a 2012 Hoyt Vector Turbo, showing an
extreme example of the effects of cam tilt. Most bows are
around 0.650˝ of lateral nock travel. Bows with a fixed
roller guard usually produce worse results. Short axle-toaxle bows with large cams are generally more prone to
this problem, but all bows with a cable offset exhibit the
problem to some degree. Bows with more torque are
finicky to tune and consistently shoot accurately.
Questions? Email me at jmarzullo@tilttamer.com

The green line is with no cable guard offset, The red line shows the cam
tilt with offset.

Note how quickly the cam tilt effects lateral nock travel.

Observe the improvement a cable slide offers over a fixed roller guard.
Also note the Tilt Tamer nock travel is very close to the no cable guard
nock travel.

Roller guard lateral travel is 1.33˝ – 0.08˝ = 1.25˝ (huge travel and a
lot of torque). Cable slide lateral travel is 0.91˝ – .08˝ = 0.83˝ still bad
but much improved. Tilt Tamer lateral Travel is 0.255˝ – 0.08˝ =
0.175˝ only 14% of the stock roller guard lateral nock travel.
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Thanks
Joe Marzullo
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Measuring Arrow
Resonance
Frequencies and Nodes
by Bertil Olssen
Golf clubs are “tuned” to golfers by measuring
the frequencies that the club’s shafts have. The same
can be done for archer’s arrows. Arrows leave the bow
vibrating with frequencies of 50 – 90 cycles per second and will soon reach a rotational speed of 20 – 100
revolutions per second, depending on the fletching
and the arrow velocity. A “spine match” is determined
by the resonant frequency.
Fitting/Tuning Arrows

Analysis of the vibrations, i.e. the resonance frequency and the amplitude, can be used for arrow
matching. Also the position of the nodes is significant. A node is simply a point on the arrow where the
vibration amplitude is zero. The forward node will
normally be at 7 – 11 cm from the arrow point (see
diagram above right).
The table below lists the resonance frequencies
and the nodes for some different arrows. Note that
shorter arrows have higher resonance frequencies, see

for example see the two ACE 520s. (Editors Note In
numbers Europeans use decimal points where in the U.S.
we use commas and commas where we use decimal points.)
Also, when a proper shaft is selected, the variations in a competition set of those arrows should be as
small as possible. One such comparison is shown in
the table on the next page.
The measured differences in this set are small and
insignificant to shooting results.
The Measurement Apparatus

The arrow rests on two vibration sensors, movable
along the arrow to determine the nodes. The vibration
Continued on the Next Page

Arrow Node Analysis (2012-04-22)
Arrow
Length
cm
inch
Wood HPD 82,0
32,3
X7 1914
73,1
28,8
XX75 2213 77,7
30,6
X7 2314
76,2
30,0
Cartel 700 73,7
29,0
ACE 520
76,9
30,3
ACC 560
69,7
27,4
ACE 520
72,3
28,5

Arrow
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Arrow Arrow Feather
Point
Diam Weight Vane
Weight
mm grams mm grams grains
8,70
32,5 F 125 8,2
126
7,61
24,4 F 75
6,5
100
8,74
28,6 F 100 8,4
129
9,05
34,1 F 125 11,7 180
5,23
18,9 V 45
6,0
92
5,58
19,0 V 45
5,8
89
6,24
21,1 V 55
6,7
103
5,55
20,0 V 55
7,8
120

Front
Node
Position
cm
%
10,5 12,8
8,9
12,2
9,1
11,7
7,8
10,2
8,6
11,7
9,1
11,8
7,9
11,3
7,6
10,5

Rear
Node
Position
cm
%
18,5 22,6
15,8 21,6
17,2 22,1
16,0 21,0
16,5 22,4
18,5 24,1
15,3 22,0
16,8 23,2

Res
Freq
Hz
50,4
65,9
67,0
68,9
75,8
79,7
83,5
87,6
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Analysis of a Set of Easton ACE 720 Competition Arrows (2012-05-17)
Arrow
Arrow Length
cm
inch
1 76,3
30,0
2 76,3
30,0
3 76,3
30,0
4 76,3
30,0
5 76,3
30,0
6 76,3
30,0
7 76,3
30,0
8 76,3
30,0

Arrow Arrow Feather
Point
Diam Weight Vane
Weight
mm
grams mm grams grains
5,45
17,1
V 42 4,6
71
5,44
17,1
V 42 4,6
71
5,45
17,1
V 42 4,6
71
5,44
17,2
V 42 4,6
71
5,44
17,2
V 42 4,6
71
5,45
17,1
V 42 4,6
71
5,45
17,3
V 42 4,6
71
5,44
17,2
V 42 4,6
71

exciter is touchfree and placed near the center of the
arrow. The photo below shows the equipment.
The sine wave generator output is connected to
the exciter via a power amplifier. The vibration sensors are connected to a two channel oscilloscope for
observing and individually adjusting the sensors for
minimum amplitude (the nodal points or nodes).
The Procedure

An arrow is placed on the sensors and the sine wave
generator set to 50 Hz. The amplifier output is
increased until a sensor output can be seen on the
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Front
Node
Position
cm
%
9,6
12,6
9,6
12,6
9,5
12,5
9,6
12,6
9,5
12,5
9,5
12,5
9,4
12,3
9,4
12,3

Rear
Node
Position
cm
%
16,7
21,9
16,7
21,9
16,8
22,0
16,8
22,0
16,7
21,9
16,8
22,0
16,8
22,0
16,7
21,9

Res
Freq
Hz
68,7
68,6
69,5
69,1
68,8
68,4
68,2
68,3

oscilloscope. Then the frequency is change to create
the maximum amplitude.
To determine the nodes the sensors are moved
until both show zero amplitudes or nearly so. The
nodes are then marked on the shaft. To check for
arrow asymmetry, the arrow is turned end for end and
the measurements repeated. The resonant frequency
of maximum amplitude should be the same in any
orientation and the nodes should be within +/- 1 mm.
For recurve shooting the arrows should be matched
with the direction of the vibrations at right angles to
the string.
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The main idea of this article is to demonstrate a
way of matching arrows. Different arrow types have
different vibration characteristics. The vibration
amplitude (given the same excitation power) varies
with frequency according to the example below. We
find the resonance at maximum amplitude, and the
curve has a certain width, called the bandwidth, measured at the frequencies where the amplitude has
decreased 3 dB, i.e. the amplitude is 70.7% of the
peak amplitude (see diagram).

Amplitude ≈ 15 mm

Amplitude ≈ 2 mm

straight line there will be no or very little arrow vibrations (except maybe a vertical vibration from vertical
string movement caused by single cam systems, unsynchronised cams or the position of the D-loop).
Arrow Vibration and Rotation Analysis

The bandwidth is usually described by the quality factor (Q), a number derived from the bandwidth
and the resonance frequency, or by the damping factor, δ.
Q = F0 / B and δ = π / Q
where:
Q = Quality factor
F0 = Resonance frequency
B = Bandwidth at -3 dB
δ = Damping factor
In this case:
F0 = 68,3Hz and
B = 69,5 – 66,4 = 3,1
so, Q = 68,3 / 3,1 ≈ 22
δ = π / 22 ≈ 0,14

High speed video shows that a recurve arrow has a
complicated movement pattern in the beginning of its
flight, including both bending and rotating. The rotation speed varies with the bending, being faster when
the arrow is straight and slower when the arrow is
bent. This is due to the same effect a figure skater uses
to change rotation speed by holding the arms in different positions. The more mass being away from the
axis of rotation, the slower the rotation. The rotational energy must be constant over short time spans, but
as the rotational inertia varies the velocity must
change. We have a suspicion that if the arrow rotates
with the same speed as the resonance frequency, the
vibration amplitude may increase, causing extra drag
and speed loss. The graph below is a guesstimation of
the arrow dynamics of an ACE 720 with an initial
velocity of 60 m/s (197 ft/s).

and

Vibrational Energy in a Moving Arrow

An arrow leaving the bow is loaded with kinetic energy, in the forms of its velocity and as vibrations. The
vibrational energy decreases rather quickly, depending
on the amount of damping inherent in the material and
design of the shaft. A typical aluminium-carbon arrow
behaves approximately as shown in the diagram below,
with the vibration amplitude during the first 150 ms of
the flight. After 10 cycles the arrow has travelled about
9 meters (30 ft) and the vibration amplitude is less than
the arrow diameter (see diagram above right).
This article focuses on recurve shooting. With a
compound bow accelerating the arrow much more in a
Archery Focus

From the reasoning above it’s fair to assume that
the rotational speed should be less than the resonance
(green curve) but maybe the violet curve will be
acceptable too, with the rotation coinciding with the
resonance for only a short moment. If it were to coincide for long, arrow speed would be lost to arrow
vibrations which benefits no one.
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AER Articles for Coaches #13

Working with Parents,
Friends, and Spouses
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
Almost nobody comes to archery without parents,
friends, and/or a spouse. Which means you will be
dealing with these people as well as your studentarchers. The vast majority of archery students are
youths, so you will be coaching a lot of kids. Because
of the success of the movies: “The Hunger Games,”
“The Avengers,” and “Brave,” and the London
Olympic games of this summer all highlighting cool
archers in a way, there is a small flood of kids seeking
archery lessons. And every child in one of your classes comes with parents (grandparents, etc.). So we will
start with “parents” and take up “freinds” and “spouses” next time.
Some coaches cringe at the subject of “working
with parents” whenever it comes up in archery coach
trainings. Everyone has heard stories of “Little
League Parents,” “Helicopter Parents” (they are
always hovering), and even “JOAD Parents.” We will
not deny that an occasional parent can be a royal pain
in the keester, but do realize that the vast majority of
archery parents are good people
looking to help.
We train our coaches to
address parents positively and with
forethought. You cannot just shove
them out of the way, tell them that
all you want from them are signed
checks and silence. You are a
stranger to them, so they want to
assure themselves that their children are in good hands. Archery is
a form of weapons training and
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your focus on safety will be reassuring to all parents
as well as your archers.
Here is some guidance for working with parents.
Parents Can Be Helpful

Put yourself in the position of having to chaperone
your child to a fantastically boring event. Whatever
your personal horror is, put yourself there. Watching
an archery event is right up there with watching paint
dry; it is about as dull as a sporting event can be. So,
consider the poor parent, being dutiful, chauffeuring
their kid to an archery lesson and then . . . snore.
Parents will do anything just to stay awake, so consider giving them something to do.
They aren’t qualified to work the shooting line
as they do not have a coaching certificate, but if you
ask almost any archery coach, they will tell you they
got sucked into coaching because they had a child
who liked archery, they were asked to help, it kinda
looked like fun, and they might as well, . . . , you
know the story. It is the most
common path to “archery coach.”
We have had parents help with
paperwork (after they’ve done it
for their kid, they help others do it
for theirs), pass out armguards and
tabs, monitor the kids behind the
waiting line to make sure they are
not getting into trouble, those
kinds of things.
Be sure to talk to parents before
and after class, because they will

“Some coaches cringe
at the subject of
‘working with parents’
whenever it comes up
in archery coach trainings. They’ve heard
stories of ‘Little
League Parents.’”
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“Parents will have a lot of
questions and if they are not
archers themselves (Parent
Question #1 “Are you an
archer?”) you can’t
assume anything.”
have questions. Which leads to . . .
Parents Need Training, Too

Parents will have a lot of questions and if they are not
archers themselves (Parent Question #1 “Are you an
archer?” Ask them!) you can’t assume anything. It
used to be the case that a majority of the kids in a
class had archer parents, but that is no longer the case,
so everything needs to be looked at afresh. For example, parents need to be told that “shooting at home” is
not a good idea (maybe if you live on a farm, have
archer parents involved and have cow insurance, but
not ordinarily). You may think this is silly but we had
parents tell us after their kid had just one lesson
“Little Johnny (name changed to protect a minor)
enjoyed his first lesson so much we took him to Wal-

Mart, bought him a bow and arrows,
then took him to the state park and
had a delightful walk on a trail with
him shooting at pine cones and squirrels.” After we recovered from our faint, we
explained that arrows were not allowed to be
shot in state parks unless specific permission is
given (typically this is only given for events and sponsored programs) and that he should never, ever shoot
on anything other than a certified archery.
They didn’t know.
Whatever you think they know about archery . . .
they don’t.
It is best to assume they know nothing.
We are delighted to be able to recommend a book
to archery parents that will answer a great many of
their questions and that is “A Parent’s Guide to
Archery.” It is available on Amazon.com so it should be
easily available to all.
Prepare some handouts for parents, with definitions of terms, safety rules and what we call “the Rules
for Parents.” We keep these handouts in an “accordion
file” so we can whip out whichever one we need in
short order.
And, it is not unusual for parents to get bitten by

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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the archery bug, too. Ask
them if they want to give it
a try. You can even have a
parent’s section of the line
for those who do or set up
another class just for them.
There is a certain economy
for having the parents and
the kids at the same time (fewer trips to the range)
but you want to make sure everybody gets enough
attention or there could be hard feelings about the
parents “taking over” the kid’s class (or the equivalent).

“Whatever you think they
know about archery
. . . they don’t.
It is best to assume
they know nothing.”

which there are fines for
picking up your child late
(some charge by the
minute!).

Rule #2 Do not talk to your
children while they are shooting.
A parent’s voice cuts
through a wall of noise like a hot knife through butter (as it should). We have seen kids, having heard
their parent calling their name, swivel their upper
body 180° (without moving their feet; they are oh, so
flexible) so that their arrow was pointing directly away
from a target and right at the spectators!

Rules for Parents

These are short and very, very important!
Rule #1 Please drop off and pick up your child on time.
Sometimes, when parents come to trust your care of
their kids, they will just drop them off and come to
pick them up later. And we have had parents show up
minutes to hours late to pick up their kids. You can’t
very well just leave the kid at the range, or public park,
or wherever your class it, so you can be stuck. Some
programs have rules, like those of day care centers, in

Rule #3 Do not exhort or “coach” your child while we are
working with them on the line.
Parents of soccer (football), baseball, or football
(American football) kids are used to rooting for
their kids from the “sidelines.” Phrases like
“Attaboy!” and “Don’t drop your bow arm!” can be
heard. The problem is that the parent can’t know
what we have just said to their child and probably
the best their comment or instruction can do is
dilute or mix the message of the coaches. Often

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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“What did you learn in school
today?” but if the students can
articulate what they were learning it
helps to reinforce that learning. If the
child seems confused, a parent can then
ask for some clarification from the coach.
Summary

Parents are a valuable resource. Use them well. Hey,
treat them nicely and they may even help out!

Parents will always “be there” for their kids, even taking them to major
events they aren’t participating in.

when we are trying to teach a new behavior other
bad behaviors show up. But we want to focus on just
the new behavior at that moment and an instruction
from a parent (hard to ignore for any kid) about the
other thing shifts the child’s focus away from what
we are trying to do.
We recommend that parent’s “debrief ” their student-archers at the end of class. Yes, it is a little like

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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AER Articles for Archers #12

Do You Want a Parent,
Friend, or Spouse
Coaching You?
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
We don’t have the space to fully answer this
question, so here we will address parents coaching and
next time the other two.
It is not unusual for your parents (or parent) to
get more involved in your archery as you get more
involved in archery. After you get bitten by the
archery bug, you have to buy your own equipment.
This usually involved your parents as they end up
footing the bill. Maybe you want to take more than
one class a week, that involves more money and . . .
parents again. Some parents like what they see so
much that they want to take archery classes, too.
On occasion there are parent’s who like to get
really involved in their kid’s activities and they take on
the role of “coach.” The questions we address in this
article is “Is this a good idea?” and ‘Should you (the
archer) want this?”
Places We Can’t Go

We can’t really look at things that are beyond our
knowing. Basically we have no idea whether or not
you want more attention
from your parent/parents.
Some of us here had good
relationships with our parents when were kids and we
would have relished having
more attention from those
parents. Others of us,
though, did not have good
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relations with our parents and the less attention we
got the better.
We can’t deal with these situations, except that we
are going to base the rest of this article on the
assumption that more attention from your parents
would at least be okay. If this is not the case . . . well
go do something else because this will be a waste of
your time.
The Roles of Parent and Coach

We are not going to look at all parents and coaches
do, just where they overlap and that is in their roles as
“authorities.” By this we mean that when they make a
suggestion, they expect some sort of positive response.
It may be “Go clean up your room!” from your Mom,
with the expected answer being “Yes, ma’am.” Or “I
want you to open your stance a little more,” from your
archery coach, with the expected answer being “Like
this, Coach?”
Yes, parents and coaches can give you orders but
usually they are in the form of strong suggestions. In
the case of coaches, if you
don’t take a “suggestion”
they generally shrug and go
work with another student.
Do that enough and they
stop paying attention to
you. You get labeled as
“someone who doesn’t want
to get better.” When a par-

“You or your parents can learn a
lot from books, but personally I
don’t want the pilot of the plane
I am in or my Dentist or Doctor
to just have learned stuff
out of books.”
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ent gives you a “suggestion,” if you don’t take it, there
are any number of followups possible, including you
getting nagged, punished or, worse, they just save it
up until they get a full head of steam and then you are
in big trouble.
Most kids and their parents have negotiated a
relationship between them over how responsive kids
need to be when the parents ask them to do something.

“The problem is that when a
parent takes on the role of
coach, the coach-student and
parent-child relationships get
blurred or mixed together.”
The problem is that when a parent takes on the
role of coach, the coach-student and parent-child
relationships get blurred or mixed together. When
you ask about something you heard from a coach, you
don’t expect to hear “Don’t you talk back to me, young
man!” So mixed signals between parent and child can
and do happen when parents become coaches. It is
something you both have to watch out for.
One of the best suggestions I ever heard from
those who have successfully pulled this off is for the
Mom or Dad to have a “Coaching Hat,” that is, a hat
they wear when they are coaching. It is a visual
reminder to you that your parent is in the role of
“coach” right now and also it reminds the parent that,
since they are wearing their coaching hat, they
shouldn’t take things like they would as a parent.
Wanna Coach? Get Trained!

We require all of the coaches who work with students
in our classes to be trained as a coach. Even if your
Mom or Dad is an archer already, coaching and
shooting are really different things. A one day coaching class is a great way to learn the basics of coaching
archery and we recommend that for all “coach-parents”.
You or your parents can learn a lot from books,
but personally I don’t want the pilot of the plane I am
in or my Dentist or Doctor to just have learned stuff
out of books. This is probably not a good idea for
coaches, either. There is a certain amount of “hands
on” stuff involved in coaching, including when it is
acceptible to touch a student (generally only with
Archery Focus

your permission)!
If your parent is making noises
like they would like to be involved in
your archery, ask your coach if there are
any training classes available and recommend
it to your parent.
What If It Doesn’t Work?

There are a bunch of ways this could work out:
a. You both like the way it is working.
b. You both hate the way it is working.
c. You like it but your parent doesn’t.
d. You don’t like it but your parent does.
Obviously if you both like it (a), you are good to go.
If you both hate it (b), it is probably time to call it
quits. If you like it and your parent doesn’t, they will
probably drift away and you will be practicing alone
again. The real hard one is (d) “You don’t like it but
your parent does” because it puts you in the position
of having to “fire” your parent, uh, coach.

“The real hard one is (d) “You
don’t like it but your parent
does” because it puts you in the
position of having to “fire” your
parent, uh, coach.”
This is dicey because when you dissolve the “youcoach” relationship, you don’t want to damage the
“you-parent” relationship. Our best advice is just to
calmly suggest that the situation “isn’t working for
you” and you would like a change. We strongly recommend that you don’t spend a lot of time on “why,”
just that “you don’t want to hurt the good relationship
you have with your parent.” We do hope your parent(s) understand because the first rule of coaching is
that “coaches are hired to be fired.” Every archer outgrows their coach. It is normal.
What If It Does Work?

This can work. It does work; it is just harder in some
ways. For examples of one situation in which three kids
got coached very successfully by their parents (Mom
became a Level 3 Coach), check out “Adventures of an
Archery Mom” series by Lorretta Sinclair in this magazine (search for Lorretta Sinclair in the index).
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